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SECTION I 
STATEMENT OF PROBLELI 
The physical and chemical factors responsible for the 
maintenance of tenacious lubricating films between raetal 
surfaces are not well understood. 
From time to tine, nlli"lerous chemical components have 
been added to co~ercial lubricating oils for the purpose of 
increasing their lubricating ability, {reducing frictional 
losses), improving their film strength characteristics, re-
ducing the ::1etal attuck by components present in or formed 
during lubrication with hydrocarbon lubricants, and for 
other stated purposes of lesser moment. That certain of thesE 
addition products have met with wide acceptance and are con-
sidered as valuable adjutants to luorication is further proof 
of the deficiencies of highly refined hydrocarbon oils. 
It has been the purpose of the studies reported here to 
deteriw.ine certain of the chen.ical and physical changes pro-
duced by the addition of selected cl1er.1ical components to a 
reference hydrocarbon oil of known low viscosity and to 
further study the influence of dual additions of corrosion 
inhibiting and 'corrosive' types of additions. 
As a supplement to these studies, corresponding tests 
have been conducted upon a number of motor oil addition pro-
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ducts offered in the .tl.!.':lerican and foreign markets. 
The data reported here should be considered as explora-
tory in every sense. The conclusions drawn in the summary 
(Section VIII) may be accepted as indicative of the perfor-
mance of the limited nwuber of molecular components investiga-
ted and as guidance for further serious investigation. 
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SECTION II 
HISTORICAL SURVEY 
Since the dawn of civilization, mankind has continu-
ally directed its efforts toward the development of machines 
·and appliances of innumerable types whose purpose it Las been 
and is to minimize the physical labors required for unit oper-
ations; and to thus elongate the minute, the hour, the day, 
the year, and a lifetime by making possible greater accomp-
lishments. Early scientific developments were invariably 
dependent upon elementary but fundarnental concepts of mech-
anism. The application of these concepts and the urge for 
mechanical efficiency has, since the first effort in this 
direction, required lubricants wl10se office is and always 
has been to reduce the energy wasted by friction, and to 
thus make possible greater productiveness with less and less 
effort. These efforts have resulted in the machine becoming 
increasingly efficient by virtue of Lilproved design, construct 
ion, and lubrication. 
Design and construction are outside the domain of the 
chemist, except as his efforts are related to the perfection 
of more suitable materials for fabrication. The third re-
quisite of mechanical progress, }..ubrication,is distinctly a 
nnftft~ 
chemical problem. As one studies the history of lubrication 
it becomes imnediately apparent tbat this adjutant of mech-
~nic~l perfection has been most neglected and continues to 
receive sparse attention. 
During modern times, improved design and a greater 
choice of raw materials from which to construct mechanical 
devices and appliances, have made it more and more apparent 
to the observant worker that the application of proper lubri-
cants is the difference between success and failure in many 
instances. Previous to the discovery and application of 
petroleum as a lubricant, animal fats, vegetable fats, shale 
oils and other easily available naturally occuring oily sub-
stances were used as lubricants. ?or nany purposes animal 
fats and vegetable fats still enjoy wide usage and appear to 
give excellent service. 
The ever-increasing popularity of mechanical devices 
and the far flung applications of machines of innumerable 
types has created a deiaanu for lu-oricants wl1ich, in all pro-
bc.bility, could not have been mane excupt for the develop-
l~lent of the petroleum resources of the world. It has long 
been recognized that petroleum lubricants, as used today, 
are for many -9urposes Eot the equal of naturally occurring 
fats and oils. The observation of this fact has led 
scientists to f;i ve spasmodic attention to the actual prob-
lems involved in lubrication and has resulted in the formu-
lation of numerous theoretical and prectical l1ypotheses upon 
1\11!". 
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which to base further study and fror;1 whicil to gain further 
practical experience. 
It uas the purposes of the studies reported in this 
paper to deternine the effects produced when certain chemical 
bodies of :cnown constitution are add.ed to hydrocarbon oils. 
A survey of tile literature revealed a vast 8.J:,l0lln:t of q_uali-
tative and descriptive data relating to the action of a lim-
ited number of chemical entities. l'he data reported on 
those compounds which have been studied we..s found to be, in 
r,1ost cases, incomplete and. o:f' such a nature as to be of lit-
tle use for t~e purpose of predicting the relative effects 
of the chemical components involved. 
'rhe technological importance of lubricc:.tion is so great 
that it will sooner or later demand the serious attention 
of an increasing nur~1ber of investigators. 'l'he v. ork report-
ed in tLis paper nay be considered as wholly exploratory. 
nnftftR 
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SECTION III 
THEORI.;£3 OF LUBRICA'l' ION iil~D '.L'i:J:~IR W1.I:.AlJlii:SS 
I1he necessity for lubrication vras early attributed to 
iuper:t'ections in rubbing surfe. ces. The fri cti anal "JOVJer 
consumption was assumed to have been caused by the inter-
loc~;:ing of projections on bearing S"Ltrf'aces. '.L1Lis physical 
inter-locking of surf&ce irregularities ~"Jas assumed to be 
t:;.e prime cause for the restriction of m.otion and vms held 
responsible for the losses Ylllich occur during the tr&liSinis-
sion of power tllrou~)l the medium of bearing surfaces. It 
YJas, hor:ever, soon observed tlla t surfaces which had been 
lap_9ed to such an extent that p:nysi cal i~mpe rfe cti ons were 
negligible, still offered l~rge resistance to motion. This 
resistance to motion is so zreat that surfaces lap~ed as 
Dlsin as is possible wear rapidly wher1 moved together -vvi th-
out the application of a lubricant, thus pointing to the now 
accepted view ths~t other f'c. ctors enter into the development 
of friction. 
Corse (1) very clearly revie~s the expositions of Cuy-
pers (15) and points out that the physical inter-locking of 
surface irrecuL'rities is unnecessary for the developnent of 
large values of friction •. He further puts forth the possib-
ility that an intar-locki?g of the heterogeneous electromag-
-netic fielcls of force radiating from ;mr:,.'ace nolecule s 
Etc. ., , 1 l IS • 1 1 f .p • t me:..y, 2JlQ prooc~o y a%'€ responsible for- ni{~ll va ues o irlc -
ion under coEui tions VJhere rnetc.l to netal contc.ct exists 
wi t:tin t~:e bearing unit. It wo;_;_ld further aplJear t.l::w t 
so:u1e slic;ht linkage of electrorm::.gnetic fields nicht also 
exist under co~1di tions of a.bnorEJ.ally thin film separation 
(lu"Jrication). 'l1he :r:1agnitude of tne forces involved in 
s·u.cl: tl:.in film linkaGes V/oulC., hm;ever, c:~p:pe&r to be of 
s_;_;~cll mo~,J.ent if it nay be Gsswned the.t the mini1~1um film 
tiliclmess is proportional to tl::e tllickness of a l.:.ydrocarb-
on molecule. Harkin's (2-A) work indicates that this 
valu.e should be in the neic;hborhood of 4.7oA. If the 
length of an average carboxalic acid molecule approximat-
ing the equivalent of an 18 carbon atom c:u::.in is taken as 
250 A it becomes apparent tl1at the substitution of upstand-
ing rnolecules of this type would incret,se the ninimum metELl 
to J:aetal separation uader conditions of thin film lubri-
S:'llis incre<;.se in 1r.inimum 
filH t:1ickness vwuld in any event reduce the effectiveness 
of electromagnetic linkages as the square of the separation 
distances,or as 88 to 2500. T~1is uoG.ld reduce the elect-
rox;mgnetic field inte~.:sity to 0.035 of its original value • 
.. '.2he increase in coefficient of frictior:. with increased 
bearing pressure 1nay be at least partis.lly deJendent upon 
tHis consideration. 
nl\1\ftt'W 
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Engineers classify lubricQtion films accordin~ to 
tl1eir tl1icl1:ness. So-called 'tll ick film lubrication' pre-
vails under tlwse conditions where bec.ring tolerances are 
sufficiently large to permit a. thick coating (multi-mole-
cul2.r) of lubricant on both journal and bearing surfaces. 
',iith tllis type of lubrication, it would appear th:.:~t the 
constltution of the lubrica.n t has little to do Vli th the 
efficiency of.lubrication and that the only factor of im-
portc:mce is the viscosity of the lubricant. Accordingly, 
beorings operated under conditions of large clearance are 
lubricated with oils of high viscosity. So long as unit 
pressures remc.~in sufficiently low to enable tLe filn of 
liJ.bricant to be me.intained, metal to metal contact cannot 
exist and it would be surmised that the electrostatic link-
ages considered in connection with thin film lubrication 
would be a factor of·snall moment. 
rl'he second type of lubricc.tion is :cnown as 'thin 
film lubricc:..tion'. It is of t:-Lis state tl1e.t the present 
studies relate. '.;.'llin fiL'Tl lubrication is considered of 
(~reat i[aportance because it may be encountered under emer-
gency conditions even in equipment designed for lubrication 
with high viscosity oils. It is lmm:n th.s.t metal co:atact 
actuallyexists under certain conditions even on machines 
lubricated with yery high viscosity oils. 
'l'hin film lubrice.tion prevails r;hen sudden cHanges in 
nnnna 
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motion occur, vrhen sudden :pressures ere a_p_.r:Jlied to the 
bcai'ing-supported mechanisms, when gear teeth mesh under 
load, at the :point of contact of cutting tools, and between 
parallel surfaces rubbing under such conditions as exist 
betueen pistons and cylinder walls in engines of all types, 
cor~~pressors, a;:d other mechanicEclly sL;.cilar units. 
_ .. t the moment of transition :t'rom thick film. lubricD.tion 
to t~in film lubrication, it has bee~ observed that the tan-
[;ental friction drag per unit area increases 1·apidly. Under 
the .conditions of tllin film lub:r·ication, it has been known 
for many years that a f&ctor commonly termed the 'oiliness' 
of the lubricant be; comes iJ::1portant. In order to be effect-
ive, under the conditions of thin film lubrication, a lub-
ricant must :possess the property of completely wetting 
the metal surfaces, spreading into a tllin film, and nain-
taining itself in this condition even though great strains 
are applied. 
Cuy:pers (15} uefines 'oiliness' as the sum of the phe-
nomena which tends to r.laintain a lubricating film under the 
influences o~· the solid surfaces, and decreases friction 
without generating fluid friction, Y.'i thin the lubricant 
itself, in excess of the reduction effected betw·een the 
metals. He further states: 
''mlile rri th complete film lubrication the 
vi~cosity is the factor nhich causes the 
decrease in friction, the cause of reduct-
ion in friction in the case of complete 
nnnna 
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film lubrication, is not the viscosity 
but the 'oiliness' of the lubricant.'' 
As reported by Corse (1), Woog (28,29,30), bas investi-
gated tJ.le factors upon which good oiliness relies and has 
sugsested a method for accomplishing this. The following 
tour pare.gl,aphs are quoted direct f'rora Corse's sLLrm;u:-try of 
·~voog's papers:-
1. " rl'he mutual keyiEg together of the molecules of 
the lubricant, by which we understand the resistance 
they oppose to pulling apart, insofar as it depends 
on a single molecule's having a hold on its neigh-
oaring molecules. li'or this hold, the size of the 
molecular volume of a lubricant, so much firmer 
does it :nold even the thinnest f"ilm together. " 
2. "The form and G.imensions of tl1-:; lubricant mole-
cule: we should not imagine the molecules as sym-
metrical, spherical shapes, out as more complicated 
forms showing strong irregularities. .An oil film 
wl1ich consists of long molecules which stand cl:Jse 
together like the bristles of a brush is much more 
resistant to the tendency of rotation than is an 
oil ,filril consisting of md>lecules more nearly spher-
ical. n 
3. ''The presence of specially active centers of 
e.:lersy in certain mo..Lecules, wniclt forces them 
under cel'tain condi tio::.1s to take on CJ.Ui te different 
positions: especially effective are such centers of 
energy VIi1e.r1 they are luca ted at 'the end of the mole-
cule. It ap]ears that the durability of the oil 
film staEC.ing in direct contact r;i tl1 the solid 
surfaces r:ill be so much the greater trw firmer 
the lubricant moleculos anciwr tl1emselves to the 
surf'aces. .A.:nd tni s ancl10ring will al~:':ays be e s-
pecially intensified if the force of attraction 
due to the metal surfaces themselves is strengthened 
by a special affinity of the lubricant molecules in 
vvi1icl1 .even such active cent,prs of energy orier:t them-
selves tov:e.rd the surfaces. 
4. ''The f'ou:r·th 1\wtor of oiliness of a luLricant is 
the elastic stiffness of its molecules.'' 
nnn1o 
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I·' vie\.7 of the ds.ta reported in tlJ.is paper, together 
vii tll otller data v7llicll the r;ri ter L.o.s had a.n oppo:rtuni ty 
to stiudy, it appcc:,rs that the folloVJing corrll;lents to the 
&bove four points as put forth by Joog are subject to crit-
iciSln as follows: 
l. Woog' s t~(eory v.-ou.ld indicate that the film of 
lub:ci cant is to be co~1sidere d as c.n extremely t1J.in s~·leet 
'.Jise L1f'luenced by tl1e metals from which ti1e bearings and 
shaft are cm1structod. )·l.ccordingly, he holds that the 
molecular volume is the important consideration. 
The writer favors the theory that the dimensions 
of the molecules composing the lubricctting nediu:r:1 are of 
reL~ti vely no consequence and that instead some factor 
equivalent to inter-molecular bonding is of gree"ter il;'l-
portance. .Jy ti; is is meant, tho.t assuming a continuity 
of tr;e rnovinG film, the factors wuic::-1 would ruake a filr:1 
diff'icul t to rupture VToL.:.lcl re q_uire strong bondine:; ~:;etvreen 
consecutive nolecules nal·:ir-~g up t:~e :.,1ooile fil1;1. 
-~ioog' s theory does not sufficiently er;1phasize the 
importance of oriented molecular entities on the faces of 
the bearing and shaft. ~his appears to be a fatal weak-
ness to the theory wllich could o.aly be surmov.nt;ed by as-
sun.!.ing the presence, in the lubricant, of certo.in mole-
cules w:.1ich tend to orientate themselves on the 1:1etal 
nnn11 
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surface to be lubricated and thus exert a smoothing out 
action on the surface itself. The smoot:ning out effect 
is sur;c;ested in view of the fe.ct tjJ.:::. t the best lapped sur-
rcce may still contain crevices, ridges, del)ressions and 
other irresulari ties w~1ose amplitude carl be as much as 70' 
to 80°A. fro~ the crest to valley. In practice the arnpli-
tudes lil.C.Y be :-:1cmy tines greater. Cs.rboxylic acid mole-
cules cont£:i:::ling 18 carbon atoms per chain are considered 
to be i1; tl:le neighborhood of 20° to 250 A. in length. If 
v;e assume tlwt molecules of carboxylic acids orient them-
selves on tlle surface of the metal with the carboxyl group 
at the metal interface, it is apparent that under ordinary 
conditions we should expect th[lt the maxi::Ia and minima of 
surface varicction r.·ould become ~auch less than 80° A. and 
would more nearly approach the length of the carboxylic 
acid molecule. If this is the case, then the presence 
over the entire bearing surface and shaft surface of or-
iented carboxylic acid Iaolecules would tend to limit the 
surface variations to substantially 20° or 25° A. units 
in the case.of carboxylic acids contai.ning substantially 
L5 carbon atoms per molecule. The case oi' substituted and 
unsaturated ce.rboxylic acids merits further consideration 
and its effects Tiill be discussed at length with the data 
pertaining to tests Oil their performance. 
2. In Woog's secane requirement as detailed above, it 
nnn1~ 
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is indicatod that the shape of the molecule is of considerabl1 
L1portance in determining its fitness as a lubricant. The 
suggestions put forth appear logical if we interpret his 
statements os. referring to those molecules vv:aich form the 
tr1icl\: film layer between the hydrocarbon tails of oriented 
carboxylic acids. On the basis of ~is statements, we would 
be led to tje conclusion that open chain aliphatic hydro-
caroons would in all cases be superior as thick film lubri-
cants to cyclic hydrocarbon molecules. 1l'his appears to be 
borne out in practice, inasmuch as paraffinic oils are gen-
erally considered superior to naphthenic lubricants. 
3. In Woog's third qualifying paragraph, he brings out 
the importa.ace of certain types of Polar groups which show 
a tendency to 'anchor' themselves to the metal surfaces. 
In this connection, the findint;s reported here tend to em-
phasize the importance of Polar groups and to f'u:cther indi~ 
cate the nR.ture and li:it the location of those Polar groups 
: hich are nost effective. .b.t this point, it should be men-
tioned thot it does not appear desirable the.t lubricants 
contain unstable Pol&r groups which upon decomposition, 
addition to or substitution into, can give rise to the for-
mation of groups Vi~1icl1 v1ould attack the bearing metals. 
I!'urthermore, it is indicated that the ::;:>rese:rwe of chemical 
groups in the lubricant which exert a corrosive action upon 
bearing or s11aft is of co.t:tsiderable i:nportance in selecting 
the type of carboxylic acid molecule wnich will be most 
nnn1~ 
effective. It will later be shovm that the presence of 
oleic acici L:,. tl1e proportions of not to exceed J-50 and pro-
bably in lesser percentages, inhibits the corrosive act-
ion of certain phosphoria acid esters to the extent of 80% 
while it is not only ineffectual but actually accelerates 
the corrcsive actioE of pHenyl cllloride. In other words, 
e_l-~ oil contairiL.g a trace of p£1enyl ci1loride is nwc,e more 
corrosive and noTe destructive to bec.ring surfaces e.1:cd shafts 
by virtue of the prese~ce of oleic acid. ~his would suggest 
the possibility of substitution at the double bond in oleic 
acid by the de~radation products of the phenyl chloride 
::~olecule. 
4. 7he statement above that the fourth factor of oili-
ness depends upon the elastic stiffnsss of the molecules 
11resent is not e11tirely clee.r. This stater.lelit r>my be inter-
preted as referring to the presence or absence of double 
bonds in tl:e lubricant molecule. If r;e assume t~1is inter-
pretation, the~1 t::lis q_ualificEtion becomes entirely in ac-
cord with preser1t finciings, provided we further restrict 
t~is 'moleculLr flexibility' to the molecules which orient 
themselves upon tJ:1e sul~::.ace of the metc.ls being lubricated. 
3y the methods used in tliis investigation, it has not been 
possible to deter:c~ine tlle compe_rative ef'f,:;ctiveness of 
olef'ines ant saturated ity6.roce_rbons c'S fillo11 lubricants 
IIL~ich oper:ate between the oriented bouude.ries. 
00014 
dilson and Jernard (27) have )roposed a definition for 
'oiliness'. ';.'heir· definition. fo:Lll ns: 'Oiliness is defined 
as t:;; t ;;roperty of lubricants by vir·tue of.' rri~ic.L1 one fluid 
,::;ives lm'Jer coefficients of trictio.::" (ge1.cerally c.t slow 
speeds or iliC.il l:)eds) than anot]::.c:c fluid of tLe same vis-
cosi ty' • ·.Ji th deterence to tLe LlCOialJleteness of' t~1e 
...;er.::E,.rd defLlition, )erticule.rly '.Ji t1l respect to its omit-
ting t~e )roblem of fil~ rupture, strength, 3urvell end 
C2l:telford (13) have :n'OIJosed thut t:J.e ,Elson e.nd .3ernard 
d.efini tion s~J.ould be revised to read: 'Oiliness is defined 
as the.t :;roperty of lubr·icants b:' virtue of w~~ich one fluid 
ci ves lov:er coefficients of friction (generally at slow 
speeds or ,,igl1 loads) than another fluid of the same vis-
cosi ty ::~nd at tlle same tirne increases t~1e film strength of 
suc~1 lubrica;1ts.' 
The de..ta reported here vJOulu inuicate thc.t if" the de-
fL1i tion r·or oiliness as susge ... ted by ;_;srnard a~1d l'Jilson is 
n,····,c:,l·f'o··~a" tl• -"t 1' t S~' o·ulo·· .tJ, 8 ·"'·u.· ·r·+~· or ··J·oi<.; ·1'1' ed 1' 11 "'UCh a I.J'--~._:_v ~ ..L ' J....._ J . .l. .l. VJl'-" .I...L '-~..J...J.. U 
:::Imer c.s to defilcitel;l elL-.ine.te, lin1it, or specify the 
cl~csific~tion of film strength eesired. As a result of 
the ~ork reported here, it has bee, found advisable to 
cl.c..ssify film stre:1gth enl~m:c ill[!; addition agents according 
tu t_:e LlC;ch<:mism ;Jy I.Lcicll t~1e incl'ec~se iL fiL~ stren;;th is 
n:·ocluced. 
~--------------------------------------~ l' 
Unsubsti tuted c;::,rboxylic acius, w~1e.:.l added to hydro-
ct.I' _,,on oils rc:-lL·c i vely free froE olefine s mld unstable 
·L,e i'illil stren@:tll of t~w lubrica;~t >ii t.,otJ.t ef:L'ecti;,;.g the 
corrosio~ of tLe metals making up the bearing and shaft. 
,os '· oric c.cid esters, : ... aloc;enatec. compouncis, sul:p?mr cora-
poLtnds and certD.in o·~her :taolec·u.lc..r COlllpon.ents to be discussed 
in cetail lc.ter, increc.se tlle filL1 Si:JJ.:ength of t.::J.e lubricr:..nt 
ich have ~een realized 
to Gt::i:Je from ccrboxylic acid additions; hm·Iever, t~1is increase 
in film strength has been attended with rapid corrosion and 
erosion of be2ring metal and shaft. It has been further 
observed tl-::.c:..t tl~e addition of certain types of carbo;x:ylic 
c..cids to oil sa.::,lJles c::,rrying corrosive filr.1 strength im-
proving .J.olec"L<.les ei t~1er coE:pl,:;tely in::ti ,;its tile corrosion 
or o:c1ly part ie.ll;;,· L11. i bits t~·,e ccrrosio:::J.. ~-iJ:1en corrosion 
is cor;:~_:_)letely ilL'.ibi ted, tlJ.e filr1 strength of the con~plex 
is 1,educed to tne value originc.lly procuced by the l;art ic 11lar 
carboxylic ac10 alone. In those c~ses ~h3re corrosion has 
0ee:.] ox!ly )artially in.ii[;i t;;d, the film strength of' tl1e lub-
tvJeen tl'w.t lJroduced b~7 t.l"le cs.rboxylic c.cid c.loile and the 
corrosive age~t alone. '.L"~is points t:; the co:aclusion thc,t 
moleculc.r conpononts which i:qi.prove film stro~1gth by virtue 
nnn1~ 
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of their corrosive c~ction can only be in;Jibi ted from cor-
roding by the c,ddi tion of molecules rr:r:.icJ.l LL'.Ve the property 
of orienting t~lell~selves on the surfe.ce of the He·:~als to 
such an extent as to preclude cont~ct of t~e corroding ad-
dit.Lon. In these oases, tlle fiL: strength is,e.s liO~ld be 
ex~;~; oted, l~educed to t~1e value )l'oc:uced "Jy t_,c in:1i bi tor 
c:l-~::.e. '~~his .:wints to the f'allsc? L:c e:~ttemptL.cg to use 
ct::1 c_jJd adding r;i t~l ther:l in:C1i bi tors to over coLe tl1eir de-
lete~ious e~fects. 
Plrsua:nt to t::.lec;se vier.:s, it v;m;,ld S.PlJeal' t~1ct a further 
revision of the definition of oiliness should be made as 
follows: Oiliness is defined cs that property of a lubri-
c&E t oy virtue of Vl~:ic~l oi:e fluid ;:_~i ves lower coefficients 
of friction (generally at low speeds or high loads) than 
a;;other fluid of the sane viscosi t7 ar1.d at the sar::.e tL1e 
incr·ecses the filh strenc;th of suci1 lubricm::.ts wi t:nout 
causing corrosion to be&rL:g surfaces and. wi tLout :prmnoting 
corrosion by any components wnicr1 lY~&y be ·Jrecent under the 
conditions iuposed upon the lubricant in use. 
onn11 
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SECTION IV 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE 
For the purpose of this investigation a quantity of 
highly refined mineral oil of paraffinic origin was procured. 
The lubricant used was found to have a viscosity of 85 sec. 
at 100° ]'. (Saybolt Universal). This oil was tested and found 
to have a comparatively low lubricating value, a quality con-
sidered desirable for the purposes, inasmuch as it was desired 
to determine the effects of certain molecules and combinations 
of molecules upon the lubricating quality and film strength 
characteristics of hydrocarbons. 
Samples of the above oil were made up, each containing 
3% by volth"11e of the following: 
Table A 
Phenyl Chloride 
Alpha Chloronaphthalein 
Triam.yla:nine 
"Alketoacid" C-18 
Ricinoleic Acid 
Triethanolamine 
Linoleic l1.cid 
Palmi tic Acid 
"Alketone" C-32 
onn1 ~ ·· 
'rricresyl :Phosphate 
Butyl 11 Carbitol" 
Lauric Acid 
Butyl Lactate 
Isopropyl Ether 
Trioxynethylene 
Dibutyl Phthalate 
Pine Needle Oil 
Thymol 
rr-----------------~ 
r.rable A (continued) 
"Alketone" C-20 Benzaldehyde 
Stearic Acid Oleic Acid 
Undecylenic Acid 
Samples were also prepared as follows: 
Table B 
B 
White Oil 
Oleic 1 2 4 6 
White Oil 94% 
Oleic Acid 3 
Phenyl Chloride 3 
Samples containing ~ineral oil to which was added tri-
cresyl phosphate, 3~, and the following components were also 
prepared for the determinations discussed in Section VII. 
Table C 
Oleic l~cid lib "Alketone" C-18 3/~ 
Oleic Acid 2 Palmi tic Acid 3 
Oleic Acid 3 Ricinoleic Acid 3 
Oleic Acid 4 "Alketone" C-20 3 
Oleic Acid 6 "Alketone" C-32 3 
TEST METHODS 
An adsorption dynamometer of the Faville LeVally type 
was used in accordance with the procedures herein described 
00019 
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tor the conduct or the tests reported. It was found ne.cessary 
to make certain modifications in the standard Faville LeVelly 
rn.achine in order to render test runs reproduceable. Fig. 1 
which follows shows the assembly arrru1gement of the Faville 
LeVa.lly m.achine. It will be noted that a pair of pincher arms 
press the pair of bearings, of types detailed in Fig. 3 against 
a 1/4 inch drilled rod shaft under spring tension. 'rhe draw-
up wl::eel shown in Fig. 1 and 4 is automatically rotated to brine 
about a continuous and regular application of pressure increm-
ents. The automatic draw-up arrangement was actuated by an 
eccentric driven by the upper portion of the main bearing shaft. 
The rate of pressure increments was, therefore, l notch per 
shaft revolution, or 290 notches per minute. Each notch on the 
take-up wheel corresponded with a bearing squeeze on the shaft 
produced by 0.000057 inches of spring compression. The dyna-
mometer unit was driven by a synchronous motor to maintain con-
stant speed throughout all tests. 
When the test opere tions were initiated, it was hoped 
that the construction of the nachine would permit the measure-
ment of oil filiu thickness by comparing the calibrated take-up 
wheel indications with a previously run pressure curve. Accord-
ingly, a calibration run was made with hardened steel bearings 
of the type shown in Fig. 3.A. pressed against a drill rod shaft 
without lubrication. A large number of tests were wade to 
determine the relationship between take-up wheel calibration and 
nnn.,o 
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~applied pressure as indicated on the pressure gauge. Curve 1 
~< i' attached indicates the variation which was found to occur in 
repeat runs. The heavy line is plotted to the average of all 
calibration tests conducted. In view of the cyclic variations 
in the notch-up to produce a given pressure, all hope of 
measuring film thickness by this method was abandoned. The 
limit curve showing the relation between notch-up and pressure, 
however, has been retained in curves, in order to give some 
idea of the probable change in oil film thickness under con-
ditions of increasing pressure. 
INTERPRETATION OF DYNOMOMETER DATA 
In computing comparative values discussed, the following 
symbols have been used uniformly. Consideration of these value 
together with the diagrams appended is included to make clear 
the performance of the test equipment. 
rk = radius of shaft = .125 inches. 
dk • distance between center of shaft and point of contact 
between torque arm and sylphon tip. 
fl = force tangental to shaft. 
f2 = force applied to sylphon gauge by torque arm. 
t = moment of torque developed by friction in pound inches 
dl = length of pressure application arm (total). 
d2 = distance between pressure arru fulcrum and shaft center 
p - gross pressure on bearing faces. 
-
nnn2?. 
The bearing faces pressing against the surface of the 
shaft (Fig. 1 and 2) produce a frictional force which tends to 
cause the bearings to rotate w1 th the shaft. These forces may 
be resolved into a single force acting tangental to thJf: surface 
of the shaft. The product of this resolved frictional force 
times the radius of the shaft represents the moment of torque 
developed by friction. 
(l) t = rk X r 1 
This torque, which 'tends to produce rotation of the 
bearing unit, is counter-balanced by the moment of the torque 
arr::. pressing against the tip of the pressure gauge sylphon. 
The moment of tl1is torque arm is equal to the product 
of the distance between the center of the rotating shaft and 
the point of support of the torque arm on the sylphon tip, and 
the force acting on the fluid filled sylphon as indicated by 
the Bourdon type of gauge actuated by the sylphon or: 
( 2) t = dk x f 2 
Equating 1 and 2 gives an expression for the force 
tan~ental to the bearing shaft. 
rk X :rl = dk x f 2 or ( 3) 
fl = dk X fz 
rk 
Frictional power consumption is most readily calculated 
in horsepower from the English system calibration of the 
machine, by multiplying frictional torque times radians per 
L--------~~------------~ I non~" 
dividing by 33,000 or: 
(4) J!'rictional 217't (R.P.L. of shaft) l.-1. p. = -
33,000 
(5) .iatts consumed by friction • H. P. X 746 
In order to compare the friction rates at the various 
test pressure applied, the following coefficient was used: 
{6) Torque coefficient = ~X 100 
This coefficient was selected because torque is prop-
ortional to frictional po~er consumption and it was found 
helpful to evaluate repeat runs on the basis of this coeffic-
ient in determining the validity of the tests in question. 
OPERkTING PROCEDURE 
The film strength tests reported in Sections V and VI 
were conducted on hardened steel bearir~s of the types shown 
in Fig. 3A and 3B as indicated. The shaft consisted of a 
hardened section of polished drill rod. In all cases, both 
shafts and bearings were lapped to a good polish. 
Previous to each test, the rr£chine was thorouchly washed 
first with naphtha and then with trichlorethylene to re1~1ove the 
last trace of impurity from previous tests. The clean bearing 
halves and shaft were then installed in the.machine and the 
pre~;sure jaws applied loosely. The oil container was filled 
with its standard (70 cc.) charge of oil, the oachine started, 
and the pressure wheel slowly drawn up to a gross pressure of 
250 pounds. At this instant, the time clock was started and 
the machine allowed to operate for three minutes. This initial 
three ninutes was considered as a break-in period, whose tunc-
~ tion it ~as to allow the bearing faces to properly align and 
to re:::1ove any slight surface irregularities which might exist. 
In all cases, torque and pressure were stabilized within the 
first few seconds of operation and remained constant tl1roughout 
tlle three minute break-in period. At the conclusion of the 
break-in period, the automatic dra·w-up mechanistl driven by the 
eccentric was thrown into communication with the notched draw-
up w~~eel and allowed to apply pressure automatically until the 
pressure as indicated by the gauge bad reached 500 pounds. At 
tt:i s point the automatic notch-up mEichanism was removed for 
5 seconds while notch-up values and torque readings were taken. · 
The notch-up arrangement was irmrrediately replaced and allowed 
to continue until the pressure had been increased by another 
incre2ent of 250 pounds. '!his procedure was repeated uniform-
ly until bearing seizure or excessive wear occurred. In all 
cases, the final torque value was recorded regardless of whethe 
the test was run to seizure or to excess wear. 
The tabular data reported in Section IX reports all 
values taken in the following units: 
t = Torque in Pound Inches. 
P = Pressure in gross pounds of pressure applied 
to bearing face. 
h = Notch-up or take-up in number of notches 
actually taken up during pressure interval. 
I' 
The constant pressure wear tests reported in Section VII 
in connection with commercial products were made according to 
the following procedure: 
Bearings of the type shown in Fig. 3C were accurately 
machined to a depth of .0?5 inches and to a curvature corres-
ponding with a 1/4 inch diameter si1aft. 'rhe shaping of these 
bearing faces was effected in a specially constructed fixture 
to insure uniformity. These bearings were then run in to pro-
duce a satisfactory test surface. 
'.The above described bearings were drilled at a uniform 
distance below the bearing surface (in a fixture) and an iron 
constantine thermo-couple was installed for the purpose of 
temperature recording. 
The above bearings, equipped with thermo-couples were 
installed in the test dynamometer. After installing the bear-
ings, the pressure was brought to 10 lbs. and the machine 
started. The pressure was immediately increased to a gross 
pressure of 50 lbs., and a ru~1ung 6 ninute break-in period 
allowed to insure suitable bearing linement and normal machine 
operution. At the end of the break-in period, readings of 
notch-up wheel, temperature, torque, and pressure were taken. 
For the remaining period of the test, the pressure arrangement 
was adjusted at one minute int·ervals to maintain a uniform 
:;- pressure of 50 lbs. gross. Readings of temperature, torque, 
r 
~ and wear were then taken at 5 minute intervals throughout the !L-------------------------n--n-.~--8-~----------------------------------~ 
nduration of the test. 
' . FILM: STRENGTH 1l'ES'l'G ON COLJ:.~RCI.A.L 
PRODUC'l'S 
The film strength tests reported in Section VII were 
conducted on hardened steel bearings of the type shown in lt'ig. 
3B. These bearings were carefully lapped to a highly polished 
surface and the tests conducted in a manner similar to the V-
bearing seizure tests detailed above. 
After a 5 minute break-in period, the automatic ratchet 
take-up mechanism was allowed to operate until the pressure had 
increased to 250 lbs. The machine was allowed to operate for 
5 minutes at this pressure, after which readings of temperature, 
and torque were taken. The machine was immediately notched up 
by automatic feed for an additional increment of 250 lbs. and 
operation allowed to continue for 5 minutes, after which read-
ings were taken. This procedure was continued until seizure 
occurred. 
ADDITIONAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES 
Additional laboratory procedures resorted to in the 
course of gathering the data reported herein will be discussed 
in the various sections involved. 
r 
SEC1'ION V 
CAH30XYLIC ACIDS, NJ:l...'U':£1:-ti:..L 3U3S'l,I11UTION 
PRODUCTS, .ALIPH.AT IC BYDROC.AHBONS ES'l1ZR3 
J,. total of 12 derivatives consisting of saturated and 
unsaturated carboxylic acids, hydroxy carboxylic acids, 
};:etone alcohols and keto hydroxy carboxylic acids were e:x:-
c..~Jined vri th tl1e adsorption. dynomometer described in Sect-
ion IV. 'I'he following is a sunrr:1ary of the seizure press-
ures 2nd corrosion observations in co1mection with these 
tests: 
TABLE D 
Detailed 
Compound 'I' est Data Seizure Pressure Corrosion 
in 'l'able 
Hefel~ence 
Hy<irocarbon I ?50 lbs. :Tone 
'il..lketoacid' 
C-18 VII 1500 lbs. None 
Oleic .;.cid II 1250 lbs. None 
'.Alketone' 
C-32 XIII 1250 lbs. None 
Palmitic Acid XII 1250 lbs. None 
Linoleic Acid XI 1250 lbs. None 
Butyl Lactate :XXI L250 lbs. None 
Undecylenic ni 1200 lbs. Slight 
Acid corrosion 
Stearic Acid 1200 lbs. Solubility 
low- 110 evi-
dence of corrosion 
non~' 
TAJLE D. Continued: 
Detailed 
compound Test Data Seizure Pressure Corrosion 
' in Table ,. 
~· ~ Ricinoleic f 
;,.cid VIII 11?5 lbs. lJone 
?ine Needle Slight 
Oil XXIII 1100 lbs. corrosion 
'.All;:etone' 
C-i-20 XIV 1000 lbs. None 
Lauric .Acid XIX 900 lbs. None 
In reviewing these data, the following characteristics 
are significant. 
{I) The carboxylic acids and the ester tested were 
found to be non-corrosive to the steel bearings under the 
test conditions prevailing. The one exception is in the 
case of the undecylenic acid. 'l'he sample of undecylenic 
acid used was made by the destructive distillation of castor 
oil and accordingly contained impurities difficult to remove 
and which may possibly have been responsible for the slight 
corrosion which was observed. This opinion is borne out 
by the fact that other carboxylic acids containing a double 
bond did not produce corrosion. 
( 2) 'l'he carboxylic acids having long carbon chains 
group themselves close together with. respect to seizure 
pressure. 
(3) The carboxylic acid which required the greatest 
pressure before seizure occurred contains alpha, beta and 
gamma hydroxyl and carbop:yl groups. In view of the fact 
that this particular carboxylic acid is made by the oxida-
tion of petroleum fractions, it was not found practical to 
separate it into fractions of known molecular constitution, 
. l1owever, it is definitely known that two or more hydroxyl 
arld carbonyl groups are substituted in the positions afore-
mentioned. In vievv of tLis ini'or-.mation and the seizure 
performance of the oil sample con"caining this material, it 
would appear that the orientation of the molecule at the 
metal inter.i.·ace involves a stronger bond. 
To gain further inforraation relative to the nature 
of the above indicated inc.rease in seizure pressure, a 
series·of tests were run with oleic acid additions in in-
creasing quantities to the reference hydrocarbon oil used 
t£1roughout these tests. 
The following table records the significant values 
observed in connection wit~ these tests: 
TABLE E 
Oleic Acid Concentration Tests I ·7 t·o 2% 3% 4'11 j'O 6% 
Seizure Pressure 1250 1250 1250 1250 1500 
deizure Torque 80 80 85 90 90 
t X 100 6.4 6.4 6.8 '7. 2 6.0 
p 
0002!1 
In vier; of tl1e f2.ct that the seizure pressure nas practi-
cally canstant regardless of oleic acid concentration, it 
vwuld c.ppear that within the lLdts required to lJroduce com-
plete :tnolecular orientation over the entire surface to be 
lubrice..ted additional quanti ties of oleic acid have no fun- ~, 
ction. 'l'he seizure torque values s:1oVJ an upward trend; 
; m;ever these valuss ure well within the limits of experi-
uental error. ?~is fact is occasioned on account of the 
rapidity with wtich seizure occurs and the attendant dif-
ficul ty in taking a maximum reading. The vc.ri.:.~tion in tor-
que coefficient values reflect this torque uncertainty. 
The data shown in Table D relative to the performance 
of carboxylic acids and that s~wrm in ::able E relative to 
the concentration perfonfiance of ti typical cLrboxylic acid 
points defL1i. tely to t~1e conclusion tJJ£,t t:1e inprovement 
L.1 film strength ~Jrod.uced by cc~rboxylic acids is due to the 
forl~::.G.tion of Ln oriented filB of carboxylic acid on the 
.;.~3tal surfece. 
A further consideration of t:nis view suggested the 
possibility of studying the heats of wetting of carboxylic 
acids in contact uith metals. Due ]robably to the low 
values of heats of ~ettinG, only a fe~ investigators have 
studied this value. 
The work of Breiger (12) was found to contain data 
t.--o-1~_1 _..__t.1-1e_h_e_a_t_s_o_f_· -~--1 e_t_t_i_n_g_o_f_c_a_s_t_o_r _ o_i_l_,_l_i_n_s_e_e_a_' _o_i_l_,_p_e._r_a_f_f_l._· n_..J 
l nnft~n 
oil, refined machine oilt and oleic acid 1~~ in petroleum 
oil on copper. 
Previous work by Crowley (14) indicates that tri-
Glycerides of fatty acids are ineffectual in reducing seizure 
v:: .. lues and torque values unless free carboxylic acid is pre-
assuuption is considered reasonable in view of the known 
fact that unless special precautions are taken, a sufficient 
quentity of free acid alnays exists in tri-glycerides to 
give concentrations v1ell Vli thin the limits of that required 
to orient themselves on the metal surfaces under the test 
conditions reported by Breiger • 
.ii.ssuming that .Breiger's values apply to tl1e carboxylic 
acids which vrould be present in castor oil .and linseed oil, 
the following corrected values for heats of wetting in de-
grees Centigrade per 100 grams of copper adsorbent were 
tabulated. 
Oleic Acid 1~0 in 
unlmown mixture 
Linseed Oil 
(Linoleic Acid) 
Castor Oil 
(Ricinoleic Acid) 
Paraffin Oil 
Heat of Wetting 
13.85 
12.07 
3.85 
Seizure Values 
found here 
1250 
1250 
1175 
750 
~---------------------n-n-n-~--1----------------------------~ 
It is significant to note that these values for 
tlle heats of VJetting and seizure values as determined by 
the methods used in t11is study, aGree in ordersand further 
th&t the ratio of the heat of ~etting of linseed oil (13.85) 
to that of castor oil (12.07) equals 1.09, while the ratio 
of the seizure pressure of Linoleic acid (1850 lbs.) to that 
of .tdcinoleic acid (1175 lbs.) equals 1.065. The agree-
ment in this one particular case is considered extremely 
close in view of the difference in the methods used. 
Breiger's value for the heat of wetting of oleic 
acid w&s determined in a petroleum solution of undefined 
composition and therefore it would hardly be expected that 
his value for oleic acid would be comparable to the other 
values reported. 
The property known as lubrication has been defined 
by Dallwitz (16) as being proportional to the ease with 
which the oil is adsorbed by the metal. Ee states that 
the tenacity of the oil film would appear to depend upon 
the capillary properties of the oil and the m.etals to be 
lubricated. Dallwitz- Wegener (17) have outlined a series 
of methods wllose.purpose it is to make possible the deter-
Gination of these values. Pursuing the above citations in-
dicates that these investigators believe that the lubri-
eating power of an oil increases and decreases with changes 
in its angle of contact VJith the metal. Their conclusions 
indicate that the lower the surface tension of a lubricant, 
the better will it be expected to perfor.m its function. 
In view of these findings, it would appear that the 
metal surface being lubricated acts as an adsorber and 
therefore the oil constitutes the adsorbent. Dreiger 
suggests that this adsorbing function of metallic surfaces 
. 
m.c:,y be the result of residual valencies of the atoms on the 
surface. He further adds that adsorption therefore consists 
in saturating these valencies with the secondary valencies 
of the adsorbed molecules. He then goes on to define the 
hc:at of wetting as the heat liberated during adsorption. 
The work of Southcomb and Wells (24} indicates that ex-
ceedingly small quantities of unsaturated groups produce 
extraordirary increases in tne lubricating ability of poor 
oils. 
Wells a:1d 3outhcomb ( 24) have also fou:ad that the 
slycerides of fatty acids possess lower surface tensions 
than do hydroccrbon oils. 'l1hey further show that the re-
duced surface tension of triglycerides is attendant uith the 
presence of free fatty acids. they further show that the 
surface tension of natural glycerides, free from fatty acids, 
are of the same magnitude as the surface tensions of mineral 
oils. They further give evidence to the effect that the 
lubricating po~er of either natural ;lycerides, free from 
fo_tty acid, or a hydrocarbon oil is grcc.tly enhanced by ad-
di tlon of a .small percentage of fatty acids. ·:/ells ( 24A) 
s:1o-.7s that oleic acid forms an oriented film on metal sur-
fc.ces which hLs a tl·.ickness of 4 X: 10-7 tlln. 
In vie~ of the findings reported here and additional 
do.tc:, recorded in the literature, it would appes.r tlul t in-
cr·eccse in film strength of the lubricant and reduction in 
friction is effected to the greatest extent when uolecules 
are present wi1ich have the property of forming an oriented 
lLyer on the surface of the metals to be lubricts_ted. It 
would f~rther appear that oxygen-containing groups, hydroxyl 
end ce.rbonyl, are most effective. It cannot be inferred that 
the presence or absence of double bonds in the added mole-
cules are of any nw11 e than pure physical significance. The 
effectiveness of oxygen in this re_spect is attested to by 
t~le fL::dinc;s of Gilson (18). In .L1is investigs:tions, a 
1;k·.c~1ine nas arranged so tlwt the bearing being lubricated 
could be operated in controlled gaseous atmospheres. This 
procedure \7as. follovved p'irsuant to results froLl certain 
)revious tests, which nad appeared to have been affected 
oy t:::1e presence of geseous components present in the at-
nosphere surrounding the test equipment. '~:he follor:ing 
~uotation is taken from Gilsods work: 
'' J:.., small bearing Y.as mounted so t:i1e.t tests could 
be ir1c.d.e on it vrttile runnin2; in any atnosphere. 
'The friction in E. vaouum was much higher tl1<:m 
in air. Oxygen gave lo~er friction than air; 
if t~1e oxygen 1.'i2.S exhausted t.de :L'riction in-
creased but not to the original value for a 
vE:.cuum. 'l1he be::::.ring vms run c o~;tinuously in '' 
~' a vacuwn and reac.ings taken r::ct 8 hour intervals. 
t.----------' ~ t'HH\ _, ... 
'' 
' 
"I 
'.I'he friction bGc8.Ille progressivGly lli2.;her, end 
he.d not reac:1~:::d a nu:;;xinum at the end of test. 
If the b~aring was then run in air for 8 hours the 
friction droppsd almost to its original value in 
oxygen. l~oi sture was also found to he,ve an e:Cfe ct, 
the friction being much loss in moist tlJ.al.i. in dry 
hyc:rogen." 
11
'The experiments indicate the.t :t'or efficient 
lubrice..tion some kind of' reaction is necessE.~ry 
icll is de]endent upon the presence of moisture 
and of oxygen. The fact seems to be well estab-
lisac:d thc.t t~w surroundint; atmosphere hbs a very 
decided effect upon the friction obtained. The 
differences in friction cannot be accounted for by 
differences in viscosity of the oil. All of the 
f'riction curves tend to cowe together in the ree;ion 
around l00°C., but it is not yet known whether or 
not tl1is has any significance.'' 
Further conclusions indicat~ from the tests con-
ducted will be discussed in Section VIII in deference to 
further data reported in the following section. 
The attached Curve II presents in curve form the 
comparative performance of the group n::.er:1bers re1;orted in 
ttis section together nith a diagramatic illustrntion of 
the suggested bonding at the metal interface and the 
uriters interpretation of the influence of double bonds. 
nnn~ll 

SECTION VI 
TESTS WITH ARO!.JATIC HALIDES AND OTHER MOLECULAR COUPGNENTS 
A total of 15 chemical compounds were added to the 
reference hydrocarbon oil in the proportions of 3;; by volume 
and tested under conditions identical to those discussed in 
' Section IV. The following table summarizes these findings 
with respect to seizure pressure, and corrosion. 
Compound 
Reference Hydrocarbon 
'rricresyl Phosphate 
Phenyl Chloride 
Benzaldehyde 
Alnha Chloronanhthalein ~ ·-
Dibutyl Phthalate 
Tr i a.!'nylami ne 
Triethanolamine 
*Butyl Carbitol 
Thymol 
Isopropyl Ether 
*Trioxymethylene 
* Not completely soluble. 
Table F 
Detailed Test 
Data In 
Table 
I 
XVII 
III 
XXV 
v 
XXII 
VI 
IX 
XVIII 
XXIV 
X 
XX 
Seizure 
Pressure Corrosion 
750 lbs. None 
2000 Corroded 
1500 Corroded 
1300 Corroded 
1250 Corroded 
1100 dligl1t Cor:ro-
~non 
1000 Slight Cerro-
SlOll 
1000 Slight Cor:ro-
SlOll 
1000 None 
950 Very Slight 
Corrosion 
750 Kone 
550 Corrosion 
With the exception or sulphur compounds, the above 
series or tests included all or the commonly used e:x:trene pres-
sure addition products. It is to be noted that in all cases 
the chemical additions which produced notable improvement in 
the film strength of the lubricant also corroded both bearing 
and shart. 
In the case or the first four items listed above, the 
corrosion was severe. Phosrhoric acid esters and chlorides 
are recognized as important components in extreme pressure 
lubricants. That these components are corrosive is also well 
understood. 
These tests were conducted largely for the purpose of 
determining the relative corrosiveness and ef'fectiveness as 
extreme pressure lubricant adoition lil:lterials with a view of 
gaining information which could be used for purposes of com-
parison when non-corroding seizure pressure increasing compon-
I 
t ents were added together with them. 
Curve III attached indicates the general performance of 
these addition products with respect to their effects in seizurE 
pressure. 
Further discussions of these data will be contained in 
Section VII which rollows. 
~rESTS ON PRODUCTS s'oLD IN .AliiERICAN AND l!~OREIGN 
MARKETS 
Samples of products sold in the American and foreign 
UUU37 

markets were procured and tested to determine their comparative 
actions when added to motor oils of standard quality. 
These samples are identified by letters as follows: 
Table G Data In 
Source Class 'rable 
Reference Oil American XLI 
.A .American BB XLII 
B Foreign AA XLIII 
c Foreign BB XLIV 
D American A.A XLV 
E American BB XLVI 
F Arnerican EE XLVII 
G American EE XLVIII 
H American DD XLIX 
I American FF L 
:r Foreign oc LI 
A. SlL"1ltlar:t of' the test values from this series of tests 
is shown in the following table. 
Table H 
citJ:M11'.LA.RY OF ',iEAR, TORQUE, TEI,JPEEA'rURE RISE 
AND BEARING CORROSION VALUE 
(Conmercial Samples) 
Product Wear ·rorque 
Plain Oil Only 100% 100% 
Condition 
of 
Bearing 
Corroded 
TemperaturE: 
Rise 
100".' /0 
Reduced Reduced Badly Reduced 
20.5~ 4.4% Corroded 4.8% 
A. 
l -------------------n-n-n-~-0---------------------------· 
Product 
B 
(' 
v 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
Greatest 
Reduction 
Wear 
Increased 
lOO)ib 
Increased 
3. 9~s 
Increased 
23. 6'7~ 
Increased 
4.7% 
Reduced 
40% 
Reduced 
5. 5;b 
Reduced 
35. 4~; 
Reduced 
505~ 
Reduced 
17. 77'b 
I 
Table H (continued) 
Torque 
Reduced 
15?~ 
Reduced 
15/b 
No reduction 
or increase 
Reduced 
13.1~0 
Reduced 
43.5% 
Reduced 
27% 
Reduced 
23. 57~ 
Reduced 
34. 7~b 
Heduced 
21. 7~b 
Congt-tion 
Bearing 
Corroded 
badly 
Corroded 
Badly 
Corroded 
Corroded 
Corroded 
Corroded 
Badly 
Corroded 
Not 
Corroded 
Corroded 
•renp~rature 
R1se 
Reduced 
33. 3;·~ 
Heduced 
21. 35~ 
Reduced 
14.17; 
Reduced 
12. g;;; 
Reduced 
44.5% 
Reduced 
33.3% 
Reduced 
24. 6};; 
Reduced 
31. 7;v 
Reduced 
36. 57~ 
F- - - - - - - I - - - - - F 
iro throw light on the components :present in these pro-
ducts, to which may be attributed their characteristic actionf, 
the following table has been prepared. 'Ehe class letters corre 
S:;:Jond wi tl1 t:1e classificec tions noted in 'i'able ~1. 
t 
r· 
~ 
f 
Class 
of' 
product 
.AA 
BB 
cc 
DD 
FF 
Table I 
Composition 
Graphite only - High 
concentration 
Graphite only- Lower 
concentration 
Graphite and Animal 
Oil 
Graphite and Chemicals 
Chemical additions -
No graphite 
Graphite and Hydro-
carbon Derivative 
:notes 
Graphite settled 
rapidly 
Slight settling 
of graphite 
Graphite settled 
due to acidity 
of fat 
No settling of 
graphite 
Acid after test 
lljo settling of 
grapl:ite. No 
acidity after 
test. 
Saw.ples Test-
ed &r:d 
I dent if'ica tic n 
D and B 
.J.i., C and 
E 
:r 
H 
G and F 
I 
At first glance, the greatest ilnTrovem.ent in lubricating 
conditions would appear to rest between sample F and I. In 
view of the fact that under the test conditions prevailing an 
increase in wear rate would bring about greater reductions in 
pressure between the one minute take-up periods, it would be 
expected that ]!"' , which perrui tted higher wear than I would show 
a lower torque value and a lower temperature rise than I. Con-
sideration of this factor, together with the entire absence of 
corrosion on the bearings and shafts lubricated with I, as showD 
by the photomicrographs removee all doubt as to preference. 
") 
") 
:) 
:.. 
.. 
Unused sample of Product I (uncon-
fined). IJagn ification - 125 X. 
I I 
j t 
I ! 
I 
Unused sruuple of Product I (confined 
under cover glass) . Magnification 
1 25 X. 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
Photomicrograph of Copper Lead type 
bearing used in Test No. LV . Evidence 
of chemical attack i s appar ent . 
Lagnification - 125 X. · 
~ 
.. 
.. 
Photomicrograph of Copper Lead type 
bearing used in Test No . LVI. Chem-
ical attack is not indicated . 
Magnification - 125 X. 
Photomicrograph of Cadmium Silver 
type bearing used in Test No . LII. 
Chemic&l and mechanical attack of 
· the bearing surface is indicated . 
~agnification - 125 X. 
: I 
I 
Photomi crograph of Cadmium .Jilver type 
bearing used in Test LII-A. The practi -
cal absence "of chemical attack is indi -
cated , showing effectiveness of inhibi -
tors present . Iuagn ification - 125 X. 
0 
~ 
~ 
:. 
I 
-
Photomicrograph of s t ee.l shaft from 
Test LII . Corroded bearing alloy has 
been imbedded in the shaft . 
lviagnification - 125 X. 
.. 
, 
Photomicrograph of steel shaft from 
'l'est LII-A. The surface is practi -
cally free from bearing metal and 
corrosion inclusions , indicating 
that inhibitors present have pre -
vellted both contact and corrosion . 
L1abn ification - 125 X • 
• •• 
..• 
- . .. 
• 
. 
-
Photomicrograph of oil from Test 
No . LII . Large particles of metal 
as shown were found to be present 
in considerable quantity . Magnifi -
cation 125 X. 
-
' 
I I I 
Pl1otomicrograpn of oil from 'l'est 
\O , VII- A. 'l1he lovr concentration 
of metal particles and their small 
size indicates that tearing has been 
minimized . L.ar;:;nificat ion - 125 X. 
A study of these data indicates that the presence of 
colloidal graphite in lubricating addition products is desirabl 
if it is present in suitable form and concentration. 
To gain further information on the function of colloidal 
graphit~, a series of tests were conducted with lubricants 
containing product I. The base lubricants to which this pro-
duct was added ranged in viscosity from 10-W to S.A.E.-50. 
The oils selected for these tests consisted of standard grades 
of lubricating oils of paraffinic, mixed, furd naphthenic origin 
For one of these tests, the colloidal graphite was re-
moved from sample I by repeated filtration t~~ough an ultra-
fi 1 ter u11.i t under vacuum. 
~fter test, the above oil sample was subjected to 
analysis for metallic sludge. The following table reports 
this value together with corresponding metallic sludge analysis 
value found in the case of the untreated reference oil only, 
and a value for the product previous to the removal of its 
normal graphite content. 
Plain oil (without additions) 
With Product I 
Vii th Product I (Graphite removed) 
:Metallic Sludge 
% by Weight 
.270 
.160 
.210 
.Assuming that o. 2707~ of metallic sludge is proportional 
to the wear produced when unmodified oil only is used as a 
nnn..t~ 
lubricant, it is apparent that the presence of the normal col-
loidal graphite content in this product is responsible for 
the total wear reduction which the product effected 
these tests. This value is arrived at as follows: 
Wear Reduction for Product I- (.27 - .16)100 = 40.7% 
.27 
'Near Heduction with Graphite Her:wved =(.27-.21)100 • 22.2 
• 27 
Reduction in Wear due to Graphite 
7& of Total Near Reduction due to Graphite -
18.5 X 100 • 45 • 5% 
40.7 
18.5% 
This product has been further studied in connection 
with oils of various viscosities and origins as follows. 
Table J" 
Numbers in parentheses refer to tests of a series. The 
first number in all cases being the control or reference test 
without additions. Complete tabular data on these tests will 
be found in Section IX. 
Source of Oil Bearings Vi scosi tx_ of Lubricant Used 10-W B.A.E.-20 S.A.E.-50 
Pennsylvania Ag/Cd LII, LII-A, 
LIII, LIV} I 
LVIII' 
I 
Cu/Pb (LVII, (LV, LVI) i I 
nnA•..., 
Table J (continued} 
Bear in;:;s 
Used 
Babbitt 
Steel (Type 
3B) Film 
Strength 
Tests 
Steel (Type 
3B) Film 
Strength 
Tests 
Steel (Type 
3B) lt,ilm 
Strength 
'rests 
10-W 
(LXVII, 
LXVIII, 
LXXI, 
LXXII) 
Viscosity of Lubricant 
S.A.E.-20 S.A.E.-50 
( LIX, LX) 
(LXI, LXII) (LXXVII -
( :U:III, LXIV LXXVIII) 
LXIX, LXX) 
(LXXIII, LXIV) 
(J.:x:V, LXVI) 
An inspection of the data outlined in Table K indicates 
that wear, temperature rise, torque, and seizure pressure, are 
unifornly improved by the addition of this product. 
nnn~~ 
SECTION VII 
TI-lE COIIlBirYED EFFECT OF COR110SIVE ; .. ND ImN CORROSIVE 
J.i'"'IIl.! STRENGTH IMPROVI:JG ..c'..GEN'ES 
For the purpose of determining the effect of adding non 
corrosive film strength improving agents to corrosive film 
strength i~proving agents, a series of tests was conducted in 
which the test sample contained 3/~ each of tricresyl phosphate 
and the compound listed in column 1 of Table K which follows. 
~rable K 
Seizure Value Detailed % ot 
Acid or Ester Vii thout Vfi th Test Data Corrosi 
Phosphate Phosphe. te in Table Inhibit 
"..ilketone'' C-32 1250 1650 .XXXIX 68% 
Oleic Acid 1250 1500 XXXII 80% 
"..;.lketoacid" C-18 1500 1500 x:;:xv lOO% 
Palmitic Acid 1250 1425 x::ct::ii 86% 
Ricinoleic Acid 1175 1250 XXXVII 94% 
"Alketone" C-20 1000 1250 :X:XX:VIII so;; 
Reference oil only 750 I 
The significance of the above tabular data is better 
by reference to the attached graphic presentation, 
The base line D has been drawn to correspond vdth 
the seizure pressure of the reference hydrocarbon oil when 
tested without additions. Another line has been drawn at 2000 
lbs. to correspond with the seizure pressure when tricresyl 
nnnAR 
3j0 only, was added to the oil. Curve C was dra-vvn 
the seizure pressures for the acids and esters when 
to oil but without the addition of tricresyl phosphate. 
curve B connects the pressure values found when tricresyl phos-
phate was present in the lubricant along with the acid or ester 
indicated by the number at the bottom of the curve. These num-
s correspond with the inhibitor values assigned in Curve II. 
In view of the data summarized in a previous table, which 
ndicated tl~t increases in the concentration of oleic acid o 
in the test sample had no added effect on film strength, a 
similar series of samples was prepared and tested, containing 
fine concentrations of oleic acid and a constant quantity of 
ricresyl ptosphate as shown in '11able L. These results further 
the previously ex:pressed vie·w, and I believe 
uite generally accepted view, tr~t carboxylic acid additions 
n quantity greater than is required to form an oriented layer 
the surfaces offer no advantage. 
If we interpret the distance X on Curve IV as a measure 
the corrosive effect of tricresyl phosphate, and Z as prop-
tional to the ineffectiveness of the inhibitor added, we may 
evelop the following relations which makes possible the calcul-
the per cent. efficiency of the various inhibitors 
Corrosion without inhibitor • X • A- D 
nnn~n 
Corrosion with inhibitor = Z = (A- D) - (B - C) 
=.8.-B+-C-D 
Per cent. of Corrosion inhibited = 100 (A-B+C-D) A-D 
The values for the per cent. of corrosion inhibited 
Table K were calcula~ed by the above formula. 
Table L. Oleic Acid 
1% 2% 3'1 jo 4~~ 6% 
Tricres:)rl Phosphate 3y~ 376 37~ 3',~ I 3 ? /'o 
Reference Cil 96 95 94 93 91 
1"' ~ --/ 3;& 41; io ?:'.,Jo 
Seizure Pressure 1500 lbs.- 1500 lbs. - 1500 lbs. - 1500 
6/b = Seizure pressure = 1575 lbs. 
The limited amount of data reported here would indicate 
lb 
that any non corrosive film strength im:Droving agent will, when 
added to a corrosive filr.1 strength improver, bring about cer-
tain changes in the performance of the combined sample which 
are complex functions, and which in any case are not additive 
as far as film strength or corrosion is concerned. It is to be 
observed that an addition agent which inhibits the corrosion of 
tricresyl pho~phate completely also entirely overcomes its film 
strength improving properties; thus producing a net effect whic 
is equivalent to the use of the inhibiting agent alone. 
With oil samples containing phenyl chloride, the addition 
1\1\IU~·· 
• 
r 
' 
of oleic acid increased the extent of corrosion as indicated 
by the following data: 
Table M 
I. Oleic Acid 3.0% 0 3. 07~ 
Phenyl Chloride 3.0% 3. 07; 0 
' I Heference Cil 94.0% 97. 01~ 97. 0~6 
Seizure Torque 1750 lbs. 1500 . lbs. 1250 lbs. 
It is thought that the double bond in the oleic acid is 
involved in these results. The addition of one or m.ore chlor-
ine groups would be expected to produce such results as were 
observed. 
Time did not permit the testing of more strongly Polar 
saturated carboxylic acids in connection with phenyl chloride. 
The results with respect to tricresyl phosphate, and 
perhaps with respect to other corrosive agents which will not 
add to or form degradation products with carboxylic acids, may 
be summarized as follows. 
'rable N 
Classification of inhibitors when used in connection with 
corrosive products which will not form addition or substitution 
products with the inhioitor, and which have heats of wetting 
less than the inhibitor. 
II'J.Olecule 
1) Alpha, beta and Gamma 
-c • 0 and -OH substituted 
Garboxvlic acids 
~ll.U.l. U.l. I.IUJ.~ •'<UJ.lJ.UI::J." UJ.. 
Classification 
10.0 - 9.5 
Molecule 
2) Hydroxyl Substituted 
Carboxylic acids {sub-
stitution beyond gamma 
posit ion) 
Table N (continued) 
3) Saturated Carboxylic Acids 
4) Unsaturated Carboxylic Acids 
and Hydroxy Ketones of low 
~olecular weight. 
) Al l 1 T~ t f High . 5 co 10 r ... e ones o 
r..:olecular Weight 
Inhibitor Number OI 
Classification 
9.5 - 9.0 
9.0 - 8.5 
8.5 - 7.5 
7.5 - e.o 
The method of tentatively assigning the inhibitor numbers 
will become apparent after inspecting Curve II. 
~-----------------------0-n~~-·~-~-----------------
SECTIOI:;r VIII 
COHCLUSIO:tJS AND RECOI.J: .. ::E:i'IDA.'riOlTS FOR 
ADDITIONAL STUDY 
The findin:s of the investigation reported here may be 
su~~arized under the heads which follow: 
a} Unsaturated carboxylic acids do not corrode bearing 
metals but may accelerate the corrosive action of 
impurities which are present in lubricating oils. 
Acceleration in this case being closely related to 
the ease of for:::.nat ion of adai ti on products by addi-
tion at the double bond. 
b) The presence of chlorinated residues in petroleum 
oils would render the use of unsaturated carboxylic 
acids to lubricating oils hazardous to bearings. 
c) Extreme pressure lubricants wl10se extre:::::e pressure 
properties depend upon the action o1' chlorinated 
molecules can not be inhibited from attacking metal 
surfaces without loss of their extreme pressure prop-
erties. 
d) It is proposed that the effectiveness of corrosion 
inhibitors can probably be classified according to 
t4e Polar groups present and the types of and loca-
tions of double bonds in their molecules, if due con-
sideration is given to the structure, stability, and 
properties of the corrosive agent whose action is to 
nnn~Ll 
inhibited. 
e) The reduction in frictioE losses attendant with the 
addition of orienting molecules to lubricating oils 
is thought to oe the result of the attendant reduc-
tion in linkage of' the electromagnetic fields of the 
frictional surfaces, as discussed in Section III. 
f) The unit pressure at which rubuill'': surfaces will 
seize depends upon the bonding energy of tJ.1e orienti 
molecules to the metal surfaces. It is thought that 
this value is closely related to the heat of wetting. 
g) The ideal lubricant should contain orienting bodies 
of high bonding power with respect to all metals 
which it is expected to lubricate. The principle of 
selective adsorption snould, therefore, be considered 
in formulating a lubricant which is to operate in 
zones bounded by dissimilar surfaces. 
HECOII:LENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
a) The effectiveness of saturated carboxylic acids and 
al~ha, beta, and gwmna carboxyl ru1d hydroxyl substituted 
carboxylic acids as corrosion inhibitors should be inves-
tigated. These should be investi::;ated in connection with 
aronatic halogenated compounds, sulphur derivatives, in-
cluding sulphur chloride and nitrogen bases. 
l. 
b) The general application of the corrosion inhibiting 
equation developed in Section VII shou}d be thoroughly 
investigated. It should be studied with gas saturated 
media and through a range of temperatures adequate to 
prove or disprove or limit the practicability of the 
method. If tl1e r:J.ethod should. prove to be generally 
applicable it would offer a rapid concise method for 
gaining data with respect to corrosion, which by other 
metl1ods requires Yj,ontb s and years to t;ain imperfect data • 
.. 
c) An adsorption dynonooeter shoulG be developed with a 
pressure ap~lying mechanisu actuated by weights and 
levers to eliminate errors and corrections of uncertain 
~nagni tude encountered wi t.h the sprinc; unit used in the 
work reported here. ~uch a unit should be available at 
reasonable cost. It should preferably be equipped with 
an electrical arrangement for determining losses in order 
to eliminate :u1echanical dif'ficul ties. 
d) The possibility of developing a procedure and equations 
for measuring the heat of wet·tinc of metals wi t:r~ fluids 
by adsorption dynorJ.ometer methods should be thoroughly 
investigated. This is an important constant in lubrica-
tion and 1:1 otller industrial acti viti es and no means is 
at present at hand for its rapid and accurate :neasurement 
T.!.1e correlation between dynamometer seizure values and 
heat of wettins was pointed out in Section V of this rep-
ort. 
E) The co:-:1:para ti ve 'adsorption' values for colloidal graphi 
ce.rboxylic acids ar:d alp.ha, beta, and gar;rr.m substituted car-
·0o:xylic acids should be thoroughly investigated. 
-SECTION IX - PART A 
TABlJLAR DATA FR011 MACBI1i'E CALIBRATION Aim 
TESTS WITH CHEMICAL ADDITIONS TO 
HIGHLY REFIJ:11ED HYDROCARBON 
OIL 
r 
CALIBRATION OF ABSORPl1 ION DYN.A1.10Ml£1' ER 
(Pressure Draw Up )/heel) 
Gross 
pressure in RUN Average 
Pounds 1 2 3 4 
250 0 0 0 0 0 
' 500 56 57 51 49 53.2 
750 56 58 55 59 57 .o 
1,000 47 56 57 53 53.2 
1,250 57 56 61 62 59.0 
'· 1,500 64 66 61 60 62.7 
1,750 57 57 57 59 5'7.5 
2,000 53 60 57 57 56.7 
' 
2,250 67 67 66 66 66.5 
' 
2,500 58 61 61 59 59.7 
" 
2,'750 58 63 60 61 60.5 
3,000 65 68 66 66 66.2 
3,250 61 63 60 59 60.7 
3,500 58 59 57 57 57.5 
Al3SOS¥l' I ON DYUAMOMl!.'TER TESTS 
';Ji th Iilli te Oil A as Lubricant 
I. Additions 
-
None TeraQe rature Constant 
'J:ime Gross rrorque .i.\O"Gch Up t X 100 
Pressure ( P) (t) ( 11) p 
0 min. 250 1bs. 
- - -
3 250 3 lb. in. 0 1.2 
500 7 46 1.4 
.. 
750 12 55 1.6 
3.75 850 70 27 8e25 
t nnnl(o 
II. ADDITIONS - OLEIC ACID 3')' 1.'0 
- Time Gross Torque Notch Up t :x: Ioo 
Pressure (P} (t} (n) p 
0 250 
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7 48 1.4 
750 12 56 1.6 
1000 17 52 1,7 
5 1250 26-8(85) 48 2.08-6.8 
III. ADDITIONS - PHENYL CHLORIDE 3£~ 
Time Gross . Torque notch Up t :X: 100 
Pressure (P) (t} (n} p 
0 250 
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 8 54 1.6 
750 17 54 2,26 
1000 30 5'? 3.0 
1250 44 47 3.51 
1500 50 80(wear) 3.34 
IV. .ADDIT IOlJS 
-
F, . .,., l"'fL C.,.TLORID_,., 3% " OLEIC ACID 3% n.J::I...i\ .r:.c .t £. ~ oc 
Time Gross Torque Notch Up t :X: 100 
Pressure {P) ~ t) (n) p 
0 250 
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7 56 1.4 
750 10 52 1.33 
1000 15 49 1.5 
1250 20 58 1.6 
1500 60 56 4.0 
f 6 1750 80 92(wear) 4.56 l nnn~n 
v. .ADDITIONS - HALOW.AX 2025 3-1 )o (Chlorinated Naphthal-
ein.) 
Time Gross Torque Notch Up t :X: 100 
Pressure(P} (t) (n) p --
- 0 250 
-
- -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7.5 48 1.5 
750 12.5 58 1.7 
1000 22.0 49 4.55 
4.5 1250 87.0 48 6.95 
VI. .ADDITIONS - TRIAiviYLAl\IDJE 3z; 
'fiJ:ne Gross Torque Notch Up t :X: 100 
Pressure(P) (t) ( n) p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 7 45 1.4 
750 11 57 1.47 
4 1000 82 56 8.2 
VII. ADDI'riONS - ALICETOACID C-18 
Time Gross 'l'orque Notch up t :X: 100 
Pressure(P} ( t) ( n} p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7.5 50 1.5 
750 12 58 1.6 
1000 16 52 1.6 
1250 22 55 1.75 
5 1500 27 (S-103) 54 1.8-6.85 
i nnft~ .. 
I 
VIII. ADDITIONS - RICINOLEIC ACID 3·'' l..V Time Gross Torq_ue notch Up t X 100 
Pressure(P) {t} (n} p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7.5 50 1.5 
?50 13.0 61 1.73 
1000 18.0 53 1.8 
4.5 1175 106.0 40 9.0 
IX. .ADDITIONS 
-
'l1RIETH.AN OLA1HNE 3% 
Time Gross 'l'orq_ue Kotch Up t xTOO 
Pressure {P) ( t) (n} p 
---o 250 
- - -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7.5 51 1.5 
750 9.0 55 1.2 
. 
~.3 1000 22 (S-75) 61 2.2- 7.5 
X. .t\DlUTIONS 
-
ISOPROPYL l!.""rHER 3% 
Time Gross Torq_ue Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) ( t) (n} p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 6.0 56 1.2 
3.6 750 66.0 55 8.8 
XI. ADDITIONS - LINOLEIC ACID 3~' t.o 
Time Gross Torq_ue I~;otch Up t X 100 
Pressure{P) (t) (n) p 
0 250 - - -
250 2.75 0 1.1 
500 ?.0 50 1.4 
\ 
l nAn~? 
I 
:·CI. continued: 
Time Gross(P) Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure (t) ( n) p 
- 750 11.25 57 1.5 
1000 16.5 56 1.65 
4.6 
1250 105.0 51 8.40 
XII. ADDITIONS - PALVJ.]:TIC ACID 32~ 
Time Gross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P} ~t) (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 6.25 50 1.25 
750 11.0 59 1.47 
1000 16.0 54 1.60 
4.5 1250 22.0(8-95) 54 1.76-7.6 
XIII. ADDITIONS - ALKETONE C-32 
- 3% 
Ti1ne Gross 'l1orque Notch Up t X Ioo 
Pressure{Pl (t} (n} p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 5.0 53 1.0 
750 9.5 54 1.27 
1000 14.25 58 1.43 
4.3 1250 81.0 55 6.47 
XIV. ADDITIONS - .P...LKETONE C-20 -3"~ t 
Time Gross 'rorque ~,otch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) ( t') (n) p 
0 250 
-
- -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
.. 
500 6.5 47 1.3 
f' 
I nnn~~ 
:av. co~ltinued: 
Time Gross Torque 1Jotch Up t X 100 
Pressure {P} (t} ( n) p 
- 750 10.:35 55 1.37 
4 •.:>·-
...... o 1000 16 -(S-83) 55 1.60-8.3 
:,cv. .ADD I'l' IONS 
-
STEARIC 3 : ;o 
(l~ ote: Part of Stearic Acid crystallized out during 
test. ) 
Tine Gross Torq_ue hotcl1 Up t X 100 
Pressu~e(P) ( t} ( n) p 
0 2~0 
- - -
3 250 2.0 0 0.8 
500 6.5 55 1.3 
750 10.0 54 1.33 
1000 15.0 54 lo50 
4.75 1200 100.0 23 8.32 
.. 
XVI. ADDI'l' lO~iS 
-
U:JDEC1'LINIC ACID 3" "•:;
Time Gross Torque notch Up t X 100 
Pressure { P} ( t} (n L p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 6.5 53 1.3 
750 10.5 55 1.4 
1000 15.5 59 1.55 
4.25 1200 95.0 40 7.90 
-
- -
- -
-------
::vrr. ADDI'.i.;IO:-~S 
-
'l'RICRESYL P1 ~ 0 S P :. :.J.\.'i.' E 
-
r7 ···7 
o·<j 
'ri2:rLe Gross Torqu.e l\otch Up t X 100 
Pressure(P) ( ~--) ______ {n) p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 •'2 0 0.8 
I' 
500 6 52 1.2 
nnn~A 
::VII. continued: 
Time Gross 
Pressure(P} 
750 
1000 
1250 
1500 
1750 
5.5 2000 
Toraue 
('t f 
11 
14.25 
18.0 
22.0 
27.0 
110.0 
notch lJ·p t X 100 
(n~ p 5' 1.47 
57 1.45 
55 1.44 
57 1.47 
60 1.54 
51 5.5 
A._,.iiii. ADD IT IONS - DIEr.rHYLENE GLYCOL :.;OEO BUTYL J::,'THEH 3;~ 
(Note: Eot completely niscible witl1 oil in 
-~---..,-----"""-"'bove proportions.) 
Time Gross 'l'oroue Notch TJp t x 1-00 
:,:r:c. 
Pressure (P) ( t) (u) P 
0 250 
3 
6.25 
Tine 
0 
3 
4 
250 
500 
'750 
1000 
lillDIT IOlJS 
Gross 
-
Pressure(i') 
250 
250 
500 
750 
900 
3.0 
6.5 
12.0 
so.o 
LAUHIC i...CID 
'l'orq_ue 
( tL 
3.0 
s.o 
13.0 
70.0 
3Gb 
0 
51 
58 
57 
:LJotcll 
( 1:) 
0 
59 
46 
48 
Up 
8.0 
t X 100 
p 
1.2 
1.6 
1.73 
7.77 
XX. ADDITIONS 
- TRIOXYMEIJ.'HYLEHE (1.7 g. in 65 cc. of oil} 
Time Gross Pressure Torque Notch Up t X 100 
(E) ( t ~ ~ n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 7.0 54 1.4 
4.0 550 40.0 57 7.27 
XXI. ADDITIOlTS 
-
JJUTYL LACrl'ATE 
-
3'~ ( 
-100 TL.:.e Gross 'I' or que Notch Up t X 
Pressure(P) ( t) 
-· 
(n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 1.0 0 0.4 
500 5.5 57 1.1 
750 9.0 55 1.2 
1000 15.0 58 1.5 
4.25 1250 110 47 8.8 
XXII. ..,\.D.D I 'I' I 01\: S 
-
DIBu'Tl'YL PH'llJ-u.LAT E 
-
3'' 
-;_o 
Th:e Gross 1Torque l~otch Up t X 100 
Pre.ssure (P) { t) ( n} p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 2.0 0 0.8 
500 6.5 51 1.3 
750 10.0 55 1.3 
1000 14.0 59 1.4 
4.25 1100 70.0 39 6.36 
-
' l nnnss 
JG{III. ADDI1'IONS 
-
Pll~E NEEDLli: OIL 3;;0 
' 'l,ime Gross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
I)re ssure ( P) (t~ (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 7.5 54 1,5 
750 13.0 54 1.74 
1000 20.0 51 2.0 
1100 80.0 23 7.27 
:C'{IV. ADDITIONS 
-
TRYMOL 3i~ 
Time Gross 1'orque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure(P) ( t) (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 6.5 50 1.3 
750 11.5 54 1.53 
4.5 950 55.0 35 5.79 
x:xv. ADDITIONS BEN ZALDEl~'YDE 3}~ 
TiHe Gross rl'orque Lotch t X 100 
·'' 
Pressure(P) { t) ( n) p 
0 250 
- - -
250 4 0 1.6 
500 9 52 1.8 
750 15 53 2.0 
1000 23 56 2.3 
1250 29 50 2,32 
4.5 1300 90 40 6.92 
-
~-
,, 
~CCVI. ADDITIONS 
-
OLEIC ACID 1o,0 
Time Gross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure ( P) (t) ( n} p 
- 0 250 
- - -
3 250 2.5 0 1.0 
500 7.0 56 1.4 
750 12.0 55 1.6 
1000 18.0 58 1.8 
4.5 1250 80.0 54 6.4 
,. 
:CA.'"VII. ADDITIOI'TS 
-
OLEIC ACID 220 
Time Gross 'I' or que Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure L2l ( t) (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 6.5 55 1.3 
750 11.5 58 1.54 
1000 17.0 50 1.7 
4.5 1250 26.0 (S-80) 54 2.8-6.4 
x:xviii. .f.Djj II' I Cl\ S 
-
OLEIC ACID 4z; 
Time Gross '.i.1orque l-.otch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) ( t i {n) p 
0 250 - - -
3 250 3 0 1.2 
500 7 50 1.4 
750 11.5 57 1.53 
1000 17.0 53 1.7 
4.5 1250 23 (S-90) 60 1.84 -7.2 
nnn,;R 
XXIX. .. -U)DIT ION OLEIC ACID 6 ~1' 
- 't.o Time G.ross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) (t) {n) p 
0 250 
-
- -
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 7.0 53 1.4 
750 12.0 57 1.6 
1000 16.0 53 1.6 
1250 23.0 60 1.84 
4.5 1500 90.0 55 6.0 
XXX. ADDITIONS - OLEIC ACID 1~ - TRICRESYL PHSSP~E 3% 
Time Gross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure ~P} (t) (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 7.5 5~ 1.5 
750 12.0 55 1.6 
1000 17.0 52 1.7 
1250 22.0 61 1.76 
4.5 1500 105.0 38 7.00 
XXXI. . .ADDJT IONS OLEIC ACID 2% -TIUCRESYL PHOSPHK.CE 3~ 
Time Gross Torque Kotch Up t X 100 
Pressure ( P) ( t} {n} p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 7.0 53 1.4 
?50 12.5 58 1.67 
1000 17.0 50 1.7 
1250 23.5 56 1.88 
4.5 1500 90.0 43 6.0 
nnnFHl 
XXXII... ADDIT.IONS - OLEIC ACID 3% &. TRICRESYL PHOSPHATE 3% 
'l1 ir1e Gross Torque Notch Up t x 100 
Pressure (P) (t) (n) P 
0 250 
3 
4.75 
250 
500 
750 
1000 
1250 
1500 
6.0 
10.5 
16.0 
20.0 
60.0 
0 
52 
58 
55 
55 
58 
1.0 
1.4 
1.6 
4.0 
Tilne Gross Torque l:Tot ch Up t x 100 
Pressure (P) (t) (n) P 
0 250 
3 250 3.0 0 1.2 
500 7.5 54 1.5 
750 11.5 54 1.53 
1000 16.5 56 1.65 
1250 20.5 58 1.72 
4.5 1500 86.0 52 5.73 
XXXIV. ADDITIONS - OLEIC ACID 67b &. 'l1RICRESYL PHOSPHl~TE 3% 
Tiue Gross 'l1orq_ue lfotch Up t x 100 
Pressure (P} (t) (n) P 
0 250 
3 250 3.5 0 1.4 
500 7.5 51 1.5 
750 11.0 52 1.47 
1000 15.0 55 1.5 
1250 18.5 58 1.48 
00070 
XXXIV. continued:-
Time Gro~s 'I' or que Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure {P} ( t) ( n) p 
1500 26.0 57 1.74 
4.75 1575 80.0 18 5.08 
XXXV. ..ADDITIONS 
-
.ALKETO.A.CID C-18 3,; &:. TRICHll:SYL PHOSPHATE 3% 
TiLie Gross 'I' or que lfotch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) (t} (n} p 
0 250 
-
- -
3 250 3.5 0 1.4 
500 7.0 48 1.4 
?50 10.0 58 1~33 
1000 16.0 58 1.6 
1250 22.0 53 1.75 
4.75 1500 28.0 (S-100) 59 1.87-6.66 
XXXVI. ..: .. DDI1.'IONS PAIJ,liTIC ACID 3·1 (> TRICRESYL E10SPHA1'E 32~ - ij <.:>::. 
Time Gross 1l'Orque notch Up t X Ioo 
Pressure (P} 
-
(t) ( n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.5 0 1.4 
500 7.0 55 1.4 
750 11.5 58 1.53 
1000 15.0 48 1.5 
1250 21.5 56 1.72 
4.5 1425 78.0 43 5.47 
nnn.,1 
XXXVII. ADDITIONS - RICINOLEIC ACID 35b & 'I'RICRESYL PHOSPHATE 3~ 
Tirae Gross Torque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) ( t) (n) p 
0 250 . 
-
- -
3 250 4.0 0 1.6 
500 7.5 59 1.5 
'750 11.5 52 1.53 
1000 15.5 53 1.55 
1250 20 (S-100) 58 1.6 -s.o 
~;:xviri. ADDITIOl{S - .A.LK.J:T OhE C-20 &. TRICHESYL EIOSPliA'l'E 3~ 
Time Gross Torque hotch Up t X 100 
Pressure (P) ( t) {n} p 
0 2o0 - - -
3 250 4.5 0 1.8 
500 '7.5 44 1.5 
'750 12.5 54 1.6'7 
1000 1 '7. 5 53 1.'75 
4 1250 125.0 65 10.0 
XXXIX. ADDITIONS - AIJCET or-; E C-32 s~ TRICHESYL PliOSPIJK.L'E 31 i.'o 
Time Gross 'J.'orque Notch Up t X 100 
Pressure {P) ( t ) (n) p 
0 250 
- - -
3 250 3.5 0 1.4 
500 a.o 57 1.6 
'750 11.5 50 1.53 
1000 16.0 58 1.60 
1250 20.0 55 1.60 
1500 25.0 55 1.6'7 
4.'75 1650. 100.0 25 6.05 
nnn"1~ 
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SECTIOIT IX - PART B 
TABULAR DATA FROLI 'I'ESTS C OlTDUCTED OE CERT.b.IN 
I~O'J:'OR OIL ADDITION PRODUCTS AS 
SOLD IN AJ,:ERI CAN .AND 
FOREIGN ]/:ARKETS 
TESTS CONDUCTED ON CERTAD~ MO':eoR OIL 
ADDITION PRODUC'l,S AS SOLD IN M.:rERICAN 
Al'ID FOREIGN MARKETS 
REFERENCE OIL - Selective Sol vent Refined I:Iotor Oil 
(Purchased in sealed container) 
VISCOSITY - 140 sec., at 130oF. (Saybolt Universal) 
EEARINGS USED - Inset construction, full faced Cadmium 
Silver bearing alloy. 
PRESSURE Held constant at 50 pounds gross. 
In all cases the products subjected to test were added 
to the reference oil in the proportions recormnended by the 
manufacturers. 
XLI 
Test 
Ti:J.e 
:i . .Linutes 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
ADDITIONS - NONE 
Torque Temp. 
(t) °F 
1.75 
2.25 
2.50 
2.75 
2.75 
3.0 
3.25 
3.25 
3.75 
4.0 
4.25 
4.50 
4. 75 
5.00 
97 
99 
102 
105 
106.5 
108.5 
110 
113 
115 
119 
121.5 
124 
126 
128 
131 
133.5 
REFERENCE TEST 
Temp Wear 
Rise 
22.0 
25.0 
28.0 
29.5 
31.5 
33.0 
36.0 
38.0 
42.0 
44.5 
4'1.0 
49.0 
51.0 
54.0 
56.5 
0 
3 
4.5 
3 
3.5 
3 
3 
3 
2.5 
3. 
2.5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4.5 
Cumulative 
·;lear 
0 
3 
10.5 
14 
17 
20 
23 
25.5 
28.5 
31 
35 
39 
43 
47 
51.5 
XLI continued:-
Test 
.T9rque 'I1emp Temp Wear Cum.urative 
Tir:J.e (t} OF Rise Wear 
Linutes 
80 5.25 136 59.0 4.5 56 
85 5.50 139 62.0 4,0 60 
90 5.75 140 63.0 3.5 63.5 
XLII 
PRODUC'l' A .ADDED 
'rest Time Torq_ue Temp r.ital1p '•~ear Cwrm1a t i ve 
l.'Iinutes ( t f OF .Rise :7ear 
0 1.?5 99 25. ou:B'. 0 0 
5 2.5 103.5 29.5 2 2 
10 3.0 105.0 31.0 2.5 4.5 
15 3.0 10'7.5 33.5 2.0 6.5 
20 3.0 108.5 34.5 3 9.5 
25 3.50 110 36.0 3 12.5 
30 3.50 111 3'7.0 3 15.5 
35 4.0 115 41.0 3.5 19 
40 4.25 119 45.0 4.0 23 
45 4.75 120 46.0 1.5 24.5 
50 5.0 124 50.0 3 27.5 
55 4.75 125 51.0 .5 28.0 
60 5.0 126.5 52.5 1.5 29.5 
65 5.0 128 54.0 2.5 32 
70 5.25 130 56.0 3.0 35.0 
' 
75 5.50 131 5?.0 4.0 39 
80 ~ t;')-o • .:.o 132.5 58.5 3 42 
85 5.25 133 59.0 4.5 46.5 
90 5.50 134 60.0 4 50.5 
l nnn?P\ 
XLIII. PRODUCT B ADDED 
'.2est Toraue Temperature Temp. Wear Cumu1a t i ve 
Time (t) oF. . Rise Wear 
:,~inutes 
0 2.0 89 15.ou.r: • 0 0 
5 2.5 90 16.0 15 15 
10 2.5 92 18.0 7 22 
15 2.75 94.5 20.5 8 30 
0'"' 
'-'V 3.0 96.5 22.5 8 38 
25 3.0 98.5 24.5 7 45 
, 
30 3.25 100 26.0 7 52 
35 3.50 102.5 28.5 7 59 
40 3.75 103.5 29.5 6.5 65.5 
45 4.0 105 31.0 6.5 72.0 
50 ~.o 108 34.0 7.0 79.0 
55 4.25 108.5 34.5 6.5 85.5 
60 4.50 110 36.0 7 92.5 
65 4.50 111 37.0 6 98.5 
70 4.75 112.5 38.5 6.5 105.0 
75 4.'75 114 40.0 5.5 110.5 
80 4.75 114 40.0 5.0 115.5 
85 5.0 115.5 41.5 6.5 122.0 
90 5.0 116.0 42.0 5.0 127.0 
nnn.,~ 
ALIV PRODUCT ,., ADDED v 
Test time Torque '.2emp. 'l1erilp 'v/ear Cu..rnula ti ve 
!ilinutes (t) oF. Rise Wear 
0 2.0 98 23.o°F. Q) 0 
5 2.50 104 29.0 1 1 
10 3.25 108 33.0 0 1 
15 3.0 109 34.0 0 ( 1 
20 2.0 105 30.0 4 5 
25 2.50 107.5 32.5 5.5 10.5 
30 2.75 109 34.0 5.0 15.5 
35 3.0 110 35.0 5.0 20.5 
40 3.25 111.5 36.5 3.5 24 
45 3.50 114 39.0 5 29 
50 3.50 115 40.0 5.5 34.5 
55 3.75 116.5 41.5 5.5 40.0 
60 3,75 117.5 42.5 4 44 
65 4.0 117.5 42.5 3 47 
70 4.0 119 44.0 3o5 50.5 
75 4.25 120 45.0 3 53.5 
80 4.50 121 46.0 5 58.5 
85 4. 75 123 48.0 4 62.5 
90 5.0 124.5 49.5 3.5 66 
nnn.,~ 
r 
f 
nv PRODUCT D ADDED 
Test time 'l'orque Temp 'i;emp ""''l" cumulative 0 • .• ee.r 
l-Iinutes ( t) F Rise Wear 
0 .• 75 86 ll.0°F 0 0 
5 l.p 88 13.0 6.5 6.5 
10 1.75 90 15.0 7 13.5 
15 2.0 92 17.0 7.5 21 
20 2.75 94 19.0 6.5 27.5 
25 2.75 96 21.0 5.5 33 
30 3.0 99 24.0 5.5 38.5 
35 3.25 102 27.0 4.5 43 
40 3.50 104 2S.O 3.5 46.5 
45 3.75 106 31.0 3 49.5 
50 4.0 108 33.0 3 52.5 
55 4.0 110 35.0 2.5 55 
60 4.25 113 38.0 3.5 58.5 
65 4.50 116.5 41.5 2 60.5 
70 5.0 119 44.0 2.5 63 
75 5.25 122.5 47.5 2.5 65.5 
80 5.25 125 50.0 3.0 68.5· 
85 5.50 127 52.0 5 73.5 
90 5.75 128.5 53.5 5 78.5 
XLVI PRODUCT E JUJDED 
'I'emp. 'l'emp. ~iear cumulative 
°F. Rise Wear 'l,e st Torque Time (t) 
Minutes 
90 20.0° F 0 0 
92.5 22.5 6.5 6.5 
10 2.0 95 25.0 5.5 12.0 
15 2.50 97.5 27.5 4.5 16.5 
20 2.75 100 30.0 3.5 20.0 
25 3.0 102.5 32.5 4. 24.0 
30 3.25 105 35.0 2.5 26.5 
35 3.50 107.5 37.5 3.0 29.5 
40 3.50 109.0 39.0 2.5 32 
45 3.?5 112 42.0 2.5 34.5 
50 4.0 115 45.0 2.5 37 
55 4.25 118 48.0 . 2.0 39 
. 
60 4.50 121 51.0 2.0 41 
65 4.50 124 54.0 3.0 44 
70 4.75 127.5 57.5 3.5 47.5 
75 ** 5.25 132 62.0 5.5 53 
80 5.0 134 64.0 0 53 
85 * 6.0 140 70.0 10.5 63.5 
90 5.0 131 61.0 3.0 66.5 
**Pressure rose here to 53 lbs. 
* tt !I f1 ll 54 . IJ . 
00079 
XLVII PRODUCT F ADDED 
Test rrorque Temp. Temp. Wear Cumulative 
Time ( t) oF. Hise Wear 
lv:iinutes 
0 1.0 85 9.ooF. 0 0 
5 1.0 86.5 10.5 3 3 
10 1.5 89 13.0 2 5 
15 1.5 91 15.0 2.5 ?.5 
20 1.5 92.5 16.5 2 9.5 
25 1.?5 95 19.0 2 11.5 
30 1.?5 96 20.J 1.5 13 
35 2.0 9?.5 21.5 1 14 
40 2.25 99 23.0 2 16 
45 2.50 100 24.0 2 18 
50 2.?5 102 26.0 2.5 20.5 
55 3.0 104 2e.o 2 22.5 
60 3.0 105 29.J 3 25.5 
65 2.75 106.5 30.5 2. 27.5 
?0 3.0 108 32.0 2 29.5 
?5 3.25 110 34.0 2 31.5 
80 3.0 110 34.0 2.5 34 
85 3.25 111 35.0 . 2.5 36.5 
90 3.25 111 35.0 1.5 38 
XLVIII PHODucrr G ADDED 
Test Torque Temp. Temp. ·;fear Currm1a ti ve 
TL:1e (t) oF. Rise VJear 
l·~inutes 
0 1 89 14. o0 :F. 0 0 
5 1.5 92 17.0 3.5 3.5 
10 1.75 94 19.0 4. 7.5 
15 2.0 96 21.0 4 11.5 
20 2.25 98.5 23.5 3.5 15 
25 2.50 100 25.0 4 19 
30 2.75 102 27.0 4 23 
35 2.50 103.5 28.5 3 26 
40 2.75 105 30.0 3.5 29.5 
45 3.0 106.5 31.5 4 33.5 
50 3.0 108.5 33.5 4 3?.5 
55 3.25 110 35.0 3.5 41 
60 3.50 111 36.0 2.5 43.5 
65 3.50 112 37.0 3.0 46.5 
70 3.75 113 38.0 2.5 49 
75 3.?5 114 39.0 3. 52 
80 4.0 115 40.0 3 55 
85 4.0 115.5 40.5 2.5 57.5 
90 4.0 116 41.0 2.5 60.0 
:n.rx PRODUCT H ADDED 
Test Time Torque Temp. Temp Rise Wear Cumulative 
Ivlinutes (t) oF. Wear 
0 1.5 92.5 17.5°F. 0 0 
5 2.0 95 20.0 4 4 
10 2.25 98.5 23.5 2.5 6.5 
15 2.5 101 26.0 2 8.5 
20 2.75 105 30.0 3 11.5 
25 2.75 106 31.0 2.5 14 
30 3.0 107.5 32.5 3 17 
35 3.0 109 34.0 3 20 
40 3.0 110 35.0 1.5 21.5 
45 3.0 111.5 36.5 2.0 23.5 
50 3.25 112.5 37.5 2.5 26 
55 3.50 115 40.0 2.5 28.5 
60 3.50 116.5 41.5 2.5 31 
65 3.50 117.5 42.5 ,1.5 32.5 
70 3.75 119 44.0 1.5 34 
75 3.75 120 45.0 1.5 35.5 
80 4.0 120 45.0 1.5 37 
85 4.25 121.5 46.5 2.0 39 
90 4.25 122.5 47.5 2.0 41 
nnnA?. 
L. PRODUCT I ADDED 
Test Time Torque Temp. •remp.Rise 1'iear Cumulative 
Minutes ( t) oF. Wear 
0 1.25 91 l9.0°F. 0 0 
5 1.5 93.5 21.5 2.5 2.5 
10 1.5 95 23.0 2.5 5 
15 1. '75 97.5 25.5 2.0 7 
20 2.Q 99 27.0 2.5 9.5 
25 2.0 100 28.0 2.0 11.5 
30 2.50 102.5 30.5 2.5 14 
35 2.75 104 32.0 2.5 16.5 
40 3.0 105 33.0 2.5 19 
45 3.0 106 34.0 1.5 20.5 
50 3.25 107.5 35.5 1.0 21.5 
55 3.25 108.5 36.5 1.5 23 
60 3.25 109.5 37.5 1.5 24.5 
65 3.50 110 38.5 1.5 26 
70 3.50 112 40.0 1.0 27 
75 3.50 112.5 40.5 1.0 28 
80 3.50 114 42.0 1.5 29.5 
85 3.75 115 43.0 1.0 30.5 
90 3.75 115 43.0 1.0 31.5 
nnnJl~ 
LI. PHODUCT J ADDED 
Test 'I' or que 1'emp '1' emp Rise '1/ee.r Cumulative 
'l'ime ( t) o"Tf Wear J; • 
Minutes 
0 1.25 93.5 18.5°F. 0 0 
5 2.0 95 20.0 4 4 
10 2.0 97.5 22.5 2.5 6.5 
15 2.0 99.0 24.0 4 10.5 
20 2.50 100 25.0 4 14.5 
25 2.75 102.5 27.5 3 17.5 
30 3.0 104 29 .o 3.5 21 
35 3.25 105 30.0 3.0 24 
40 3.0 107 32.0 3.0 27 
45 3.25 108 33.0 3 30 
50 3.50 109. 34.0 3.5 33.5 
55 3.50 110 35.0 3.0 36.5 
60 3.'75 111 36.0 3.0 39.5 
65 4.0 112 37.0 2.5 42 
70 4.0 113 38.0 1.5 43.5 
75 4.25 113.5 38.5 2.0 45.5 
80 4.25 115 40.0 3.0 48.5 
85 4.50 115 40.0 2.5 51 
90 4.50 115 40.0 1.5 52.5 
nnnoA 
SECTION IX - PART C 
TESTS Co:t-IDUCTED WITH PRODUCT I IK CONNt;CTION 
WITH OILS OF V'ISCOSI TY R.A.NGII~G FROL 10-W 
TO s. A. E. 50 l~S CONDUCrrED ON l!,OUR TYPES 
OF BEARING SURFACES. TilE OILS SELECTED 
FOR TIIESE TESTS PTCLUDE 3EPRESENTATIVE 
SAMPLES OF PEliT.JSYL V Al~IA ( P lillAE'FIIIT C ) , 
1:ID COl\TIN"ElJT (~IIXED), 2m C.ALIF-
FORNia (l'JAPliTHEl,liC) ORIGIN. 
Oils of various origin were selected for these tests to 
gain information relative to the comparative performance of 
this particular product. The origin of oils used is as 
follows: 
Pennsylvania (Paraffinic) -- LII to LXIV, LXVII to Ll:XIV 
Mid-Continent (Mixed) ------ r.:A.V, LXVI, LXXVII, LXVIII 
California (Naphthenic) ---- InV, LXXVI 
LII. .ADDITIONS I 
Ti!!le Torque 
0 3,75 
5 4.0 
10 4.5 
15 4. 75 
20 5.0 
25 5.0 
30 5,75 
35 5,75 
40 6.0 
45 6,25 
50 7,0 
55 7.0 
60 7.0 
VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 
lemp. Wear units 
97.5 0 
105.5 29 
110 21 
115.5 13 
123 18 
125 17 
131 17 
134 17 
137.5 15 
140 14.5 
145 13.5 
147 11.5 
149.5 10.5 
onnRR 
Cut::.ula t 1 v e 'Near 
0 
29 
50 
68 
86 
103 
120 
137 
152 
166.5 
180.0 
191.5 
202. 
LILA ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 BEARINGS a~ Led 
Tirae Torque Temp. Wear Units Cumulative 
Vlear 
0 2.5 87.5 0 0 
5 2.9 91.0 28 28 
10 3.0 92.5 21 49 
15 3.0 96.0 16 65 
20 3.25 97.0 15 80 
25 3.50 99.0 11 91 
30 3.50 101.0 10 101 
35 3.75 102.0 9 110 
40 4.0 103 8.5 118.5 
45 4.25 105 8 126.5 
50 4.50 106.5 9 135.5 
55 4.50 108 9 144.5 
60 4.50 109 7 151.5 
LIII. ADDITIONS I VISCOSlTY S.A.E.-20 BEARINGS as;Lcd 
Time Torque Temp. Vi ear Units Cumulative 
Wear 
0 2.5 86 0 0 
5 2,5 87.5 26 26 
10 2.5 90.0 20 46 
15 3 95.0 15 61 
20 3 97.5 13 74 
nnnR7 
LIII. continued:-
Time Torque Temp. Wear Units Cumulative 
Wear 
25 3.25 99 12 86 
30 3.50 100 11 97 
35 3.75 102 10 107 
40 3.75 104 8 115 
45 4.0 105 8 123 
50 4.0 106 7.5 130.5 
55 4.25 108 6 136.5 
60 4.25 110 8 144.5 
LIV. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 BEARINGS ag/cd 
Ti1;1e Torque Temp. Wec..r Units Cumulative 
Wear 
0 2.5 92 0 0 
5 2.5 95 19 19 
10 2.?5. 9?.5 14 33 
15 3.0 100.0 12 46 
20 3.0 102.5 10 56 
25 3,0 104 10 66 
30 3.25 106 10 76 
35 3.25 10?.5 9 85 
40 3.50 109 8 93 
45 3.50 110 8 101 
50 3.50 111 8 109 
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LIV. continued:-
Time 'l,orque Temp. Wear Units Cumulative 
Wear 
55 3.75 112.5 7.5 116.5 
60 3.75 114 7.5 124 
65 3.75 115 7 131 
LV. .ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY i:3.A.E.-20 :DEARIHGS cu/pb 
Ti:r1e Torque Temp. Wear Units CuL1ulative 
Wear 
0 1.0 80 0 0 
5 1.25 81.5 27 27 
10 1.50 82.5 19 46 
15 1.75 84.0 15 61 
20 2.0 86.0 14 75 
25 2,0 87.5 10 85 
30 2.25 89.0 9.5 94.5 
35 2.50 91.0 9 103.5 
40 2.50 92.0 7.5 111.0 
45 2.75 94.0 7 118 
50 3.0 95.0 7 125 
55 3.0 96.5 5 130 
60 3.25 97 4.5 134.5 
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LVI. ADDITio:t:.JS I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 l.oF./1 RINGS cuL12 b 
Time Torque tremp. ·,·i ear Unit s Cumulative 
,;ear 
0 1 82 0 0 
5 1.25 82.5 2? 27 
10 1.50 84.0 16 43 
15 1.50 85.0 13 56 
20 1.75 86.0 9 55 
25 2.0 8?.5 8 73 
30 2.25 89 ?.5 80.5 
35 2.50 90 5 85.5 
40 2.?5 91 4 90.5 
45 2.?5 92.5 4 94.5 
50 3.0 94.0 3.5 98 
55 3.25 95,5 3 101 
60 3.25 96.5. 3.0 104 
LVII. ADDITICNS I VISCOSITY S • .A..E.-10 .t:H1ARINGS cuLp b 
Time Torque Temp. Hear Units Cumulative 
'i'lear 
0 1.75 88 0 0 
5 2.0 89 35 35 
10 2.0 90 28 63 
15 2.0 91 21 84 
20 2.25 94 19 103 
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LVII. continued:-
·rime Torque Temp. Wear Units Cumulative 
Wear 
25 2.50 95 16 119 
30 2.5 96.5 13 132 
35 2.75 99 14 146 
40 3.0 100 12 158 
45 3.0 101 10 168 
50 3.0 102.5 10 178 
55 3.0 104 8.5 186.5 
60 3.0 105 7 193.5 
LVIII. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITI S.A.E.-10 BEARINGS cu/pb 
Time Torque 'l.'emp. Wear Units Cumulative 
··:iear 
0 1.5 83.5 0 0 
5 1.75 85 26 26 
10 1.75 86 18 44 
15 1.75 87.5 14 58 
20 2.0 89 14 72 
25 2.0 91 12 84 
30 2.25 94 10 94 
35 2.50 95 9 103 
40 2.75 96 8 111 
45 3.0 98.5 7.5 118.5 
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LVIII. continued:-
'rime 'rorque 'remp. 'Near Units Cumulative 
Wear 
50 3.0 100 7.5 126.0 
55 3.0 101 6 132 
60 3.25 102 5.5 137.5 
LIX. ADDITICNS I VISCOSI'YI ;:.;; • .A. E. -20 i:iE.i-...._'i TNGG - .Dabbitt 
Tine ~:orque Temp. Wear Units Cumulative 
V/ear 
0 3.0 88 0 0 
5 3.0 90 55 55 
10 3.25 92 40 95 
15 3.25 95 31 126 
20 3.25 96.5 ?6 152 
25 3.50 99.0 22 174 
30 3.75 100 18 192 
LX. ADDITIONS I VISCO SI'l'Y L.A.E.-20 BEARINGS - Ba-obi tt 
Time Torque 11emp. "'."iear Units Cumulative 
Wear 
0 2.75 80 0 0 
5 2.75 82 43 43 
10 2.75 94 30 73 
15 3.0 96 25 98 
00092 
LX. Continued:-
Time Torque Temp. Hear Units Cumulative 
',Jear 
20 3.0 99 20 118 
25 3.25 100 19 13? 
30 3.25 101 16 153 
35 3.50 102.5 15 168 
40 3.50 103 14 182 
45 3.?5 105 14 196 
LXI. ADDITim:s I VISCOSITY s . .A.E.-20 BEARirGS-Lapped Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Tern.pera ture 
5 250 3 10?.5 
10 500 8 145 
15 ?50 12 190 
20 1000 18.5 225 
20 plus 1250 20.5 228 
LXII. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY S. A. E. -20 BEARHJGS - Lan<:)ed 3tee 
Time 
5 
10 
15 
20 
Load Tounds 
250 
500 
?50 
.1000 
nnna~ 
Torque 
3 
? 
12 
'.i..'emp era ture 
82.5 
95 
180 
220 
LXII. continued:-
'i'ime Load Pounds •rorque 'l'emperature 
25 1250 20 265 
30 1500 26 320 
35 1750 30 330 
LXIII. ADDITIONS I VISCCSIT~ S.A.E.-20 BEk.REJGS- La ";r:.ed Stee 
Time Load Pounds Torque :eempe rat ure 
5 250 4 90 
10 500 8 115 
15 750 12 124 
20 1000 16.5 138 
LXIV. l1.DDITIGHS I VIscosr.t'Y ~ • .A.E.-20 BEARil'WS-LaJ2ped Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Ter:rp era tur e 
5 250 2.5 82 
10 500 8 89 
15 ?50 12 105 
20 1000 16 118 
25 1250 20 135 
30 1500 27 174 
35 1750 32.5 189 
37 2000 37.5 202.5 
nnn~4 
LXV. ADDITION I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 B~\RINGS-La~ned Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4 92.5 
10 500 8.5 109 
15 750 14 135 
20 1000 17 150 
25 1250 21 172 
LXVI. ADDITIO:t-~ I \TISCOSIT'f 0. A. E. -20 BEARIIfGG- Lap:Jed Steel 
Time 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
29-1/2 
Load Pounds 
250 
500 
750 
1000 
1250 
1500 
Torque Temperature 
3 90 
8 105 
12 plus 119 
15.5 140 
20 180 
25 230 
LXVII. ADDITION I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-10 BEARINGS-La~ned Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 3.5 90 
10 500 8.0 105 
15 750 12.5 122.5 
17.5 1000 18.5 136 
0009~ 
LXVIII. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITI S.A.E.-10 BEARINGS-La~DedStee] 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4.5 93 
10 500 8.0 106 
15 750 13 119 
20 1000 17.5 136 
25 1250 22.0 158.5 
30 1500 28 185 
33.5 1750 32.5 207.5 
LXIX. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 BEARillGS-La_llped Stee] 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4.0 100 
10 500 8 114 
15 750 12.5 136.5 
20 ' 1000 16 160 
25 1250 20 165 
25 plus 1500 26 170 
LXX. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY SAE-20 .uEARTIJGS - Lapped Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4 103 
10 500 6 150 
15 750 13 160 
nnnQ~ 
LXX. Continued:-
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
20 1000 17 210 
25 1250 23 240 
30 1500 29 260 
30 plus 1750 34 320 
LXXI. ADDITions I VISCCBITY S • .A. E. -10 BEARIJ:[G.S-Lanued Steel 
Time Load Pounds 'J.orq_ue 'I1empe ra ture 
5 250 4.5 92 
10 500 8.5 107 
15 750 13.5 150 
20 1000 18.0 165 
20 plus 1250 21 175 
LXXII. ADDITI0 .. ·0 I viSCOSITY ~:l • .A..E.-10 BEARHiGS-Lanned Steel 
Time 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
Load Pounds 
250 
500 
750 
1000 
1250 
nnno7 
Torque 
4 
8 
13 
19 
23 
Temperature 
110 
106 
120 
140 
165 
LXXII. continued:-
Time 
30 
35 
36 
Load Pounds 
1500 
1?50 
2000 
Torque 
29 
35 
40 
Temperature 
190 
215 
242 
LXXIII. ADDITIONS I VISCO.SIT( ~").A.E.-20 bEliliH1GS-Lapned Stee_l 
Time 
5 
10 
15 
16.5 
Load Pounds 
250 
500 
?50 
1000 
Torque Temperature 
4 87.5 
7 102 
11 120 
14 132 
LXXIV • .it.DDI'I'IONS I VISCOSITf w.A. E. -20 BEARH~GS-Lapped Steel 
Time Load Pounds J.•orque 'l'emperature 
5 250 3 95 
10 500 8 130 
15 ?50 11.5 151 
20 1000 16 180 
24 1250 19 215 
IUlRQR 
LXXV. ADDI'l'ION3 I viSCOSITY S.A.E.-20 BE.ARJ:.,:GS-Lapned Steel 
'rime Load Pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4.5 86 
10 500 8 142 
15 750 13 190 
20 1000 18 226 
25 1250 22 plus 265 
25 plus 1500 26 26? 
LXXVI. ADDITIOK I VISCOSITY S.A.E.-20 BEARING6-Lapued Steel 
Time Load pounds Torque Temperature 
5 250 4 105 
10 500 8 120 
15 ?50 14 1?0 
20 1000 18 175 
25 1250 23 190 
30 1500 28 221 
35 1?50 36 286 
35 plus 2000 3? 290 
flf\RQQ 
LXXVII. ADDITIONS I VISCOSITY s . .A. E.-50 BEA..t:{ IKGS- Lapped 
oteel 
Time Load Pounds 
5 250 
10 500 
15 750 
20 1000 
20-1/2 1250 
Torque 
3.5 
7 
11.5 
15 
20.5 
Temperature 
100 
125 
152 
190 
195 
LXXVIII. ADDITIOIJS I VISCOSITY S • .A..E.-50 BEARINGS-Lapped 
Steel 
Time Load Pounds Torque Temperatu 
5 250 2.0 97.5 
10 500 6.0 116 
15 750 10 141 
20 1000 13.5 162 
25 1250 18 190 
29 1500 25 215 
00100 
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